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Chapter 1 

Introduction 



1.1 Introduction • 

The element tungsten (W) with atomic number 74 is one of the so-called "less-

common metals" and occurs in the periodic group Via with chromium (atomic 

number 24) and molybdenum (atomic number 42). In all its properties it closely 

resembles the latter element. In the pure metallic state tungsten has a lustre 

somewhat like that of steel. 

The chemistry of tungsten is very vast [1-3] covering nine oxidation states from 

-2 to +6. Tungsten has been studied since the characterization of tungstic acid 

by Woulffe in 1779 and Scheele in 1781. Further studies on its oxychlorides [4], 

halides [3, 5]; their derivatives [6] and cynide complexes [7] were carried out by 

different researchers. The discovery of metal-sandwitch type of compounds e.g., 

cyclopentadienyl compounds, led opening to the vast field [3] for research on 

tungsten compounds. 

The synthesis of cyclopentadienyl compounds and use of tungsten metal in 

many technological applications is because of its characteristic physical properties 

like high melting point, electrical conductivity, mechanical properties, etc. This 

has renewed the interest in studies of compounds of tungsten in recent years [8]. 

Its mechanical properties are unusually influenced by small additions of contam-

inations thus resulting in changes in its microstructure has been exploited in 

recent years. 

A number of inorganic compounds of tungsten like binary and complex halides 

have been prepared [8]. Several techniques like NMR [9], NQR [10], IR and 

Raman [11, 12] spectroscopies, X-ray and electron diffraction have been used 

for studying the properties of these compounds. These compounds mostly have 

monomeric structure and show weak paramagnetism. EPR studies [7] have been 

carried out on organometallic complexes of tungsten. 

While tungstates of the composition MWO 4  (M = Sr, Ba, Pb) have the 

scheelite CaWO 4  structure, sodium tungstate, Na 2 WO4  crystallizes into spine' 

structure, and lithium tungstate and lithium molybdate are isostructural with 

beryllium silicate. All of these contain WO 4  tetrahedra. The tungstates MWO 4 

 (M = Ni, Mn, Co, Mg, Zn) are isostructural (space group CL) and are character- 
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ized by WO6  octahedra [13]. Some of these tungstates find their use in making 

fluorescent materials and for laser crystals. Fusion of the alkali tungstates have 

also been studied in connection with molten tungstate baths used for electro-

plating with tungsten [14]. Tungstates of lead, zinc and sodium find their use 

in chemicals, paint-enamel, and textile industries [1]. The compounds formed 

in BaO-W0 3  system are of great importance because of their use as oxide cath-

odes [15]. Bi2(W0 4 ) 3  has been frequently used as a catalyst in the process of 

dehydrogenation of butene to butadiene. 

Infrared and NMR studies of the tungstic acid, the hydrated form of the 

trioxide have been carried out in order to confirm the presence of hydroxyl 

groups. These hydrated forms appear to contain only lattice water and not 

the OH groups [16]. The oxo anions of tungsten(VI) range from the simple 

WO 4-  tetrahedra and W0 66-  octahedra to a highly polymeric species such as 

W24072(OH)1 22-  [2]. The salts of tungstic acid can be distinguished into three 

kinds, normal, meta and paratungstates and their chemistry has been reviewed in 

greater details by Aveston [17] and Glemser et al [18]. Sodium paratungstate is 

sometimes used in the dyeing industry as a mordant. Mild reduction of het-

---opolytungstates produces characteristic and very intense blue colour ("het-

cropoly blues"), which find application commercially as dyes and pigments [5]. 

Tungsten dioxide and tungsten trioxide are the well known oxides in the W-0 

system [19]. Two mixed valence phases, W (WO 1 18 - 49 %  - 2.72, and W20058(W02.9o) 

also exist in the range WO 2  — W03 , and substoichiometric phases of W0 3 , viz. 

W02.96(Wso0148) and  W02.98(W400119) have been characterized in the litera-

ture [20]. Measurements of resistivity and Seebeck coefficient indicate that some 

of the oxides show metallic behaviour. Sienko and coworkers [21] have inves-

tigated in detail the mechanism of electrical conduction in stoichiometric and 

oxygen-deficient oxides of tungsten. WO 3  in combination with other metal ox-

ides forms very interesting mixed oxides called "tungsten bronzes". The physical 

properties of these bronzes have been examined in great detail and have been 

discussed in the literature [22]. A number of catalytic compounds of tungsten 

have also been synthesized and characterized. The mixed oxides of tungsten and 

-y — Al 203  have found their use as industrial catalyst. 

3 



However since the work reported in this thesis deals mainly with studies on 

tungsten oxide bronzes and the catalytic compounds of tungsten, a brief account 

of these complex systems is given below. 

1.2 Tungsten Bronzes 

The oxide bronzes have chemical formula M xTOn  in which the electropositive 

M metal atoms are inserted into covalent network TO„ of oxygen and transition 

metal T atoms. Insertion of the M atoms reduces the covalent network, thereby 

introducing d state electrons which may be either localised at the transition 

elements T imparting it a semiconductor character, or delocalosed over the TO 

subarray, giving to it metallic properties. 

The structure of the oxide bronzes obviously reflects the character of TO 

subarray. It also depend upon the choice of the element M, its concentration 

x and the temperature of preparation. With increase in concentration x, the 

crystallographic sites available to the M atoms approach saturation. However, 

the value of x for which the phase M x TOn  stops being thermodynamically stable 

is generally less than the concentration of crystallographically available sites. 

It has recently also been shown that more complex oxide bronzes may exist. 

For example, two transition elements may simultaneously occupy the covalent 

subarray, or on the other hand, M atoms may be introduced giving a more com-

plex substitutional mechanism in which the TO network expands with the loss of 

M atoms. At a given temperature, the compositional ranges of such phases are 

given by a two-divisional region in the equilibrium diagram. The mean oxidation 

state (2n-x) of the transition element is intermediate between maximum value p 

and (p-1) because of a structural constraint. History reveals that the best stud-

ied of the bronzes are those of tungsten. These tungsten bronzes have general 

formula MxW03 , (x < 1); where M may be a rare-earth or an alkali [23]. The 

covalent WO 3  array consists of tungsten-occupied oxygen octahedra, distorted or 

regular, sharing common corners as hinges. The W-O-W angles may be varied 

so as to create a variety of tunnels into which the foreign M atoms like barium, 

lead, thallium, copper or silver can be inserted [24]. 
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Ostertag [24], in 1966, prepared a large number of lanthanide bronzes of the 

composition M0. 1  WO3  (M = Ce, Pr , Nd , Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm and 

Lu) by the solid state reaction of metallic tungsten with a mixture of WO 3  and a 

trivalent rare-earth oxide. Single crystals of these bronzes several millimeters in 

length are generally synthesized by electrolytic reduction at; 1200 ° C containing 

a mixture of (W0 3  + tungstate) or (W0 3  + chloride). Two types of phases 

are found : cubic perovskite and pseudocubic tetragonal. Each phase has a 

compositional range (0.085 < x < 0.16 for the cubic phase, and x < 0.085 

for the tetragonal phase, as in europium and gadolinium). For the lanthanum 

and yttrium bronzes [24] the upper concentration limit become smaller as the 

ionic radius decreases : x=0.19 for La, 3+ (1.14 A), x=0.16 for Gd 3+(0.97 A), 

x=0.15 for V+(0.91 A) similar to alkali bronzes. Increase in the charge of the 

insertion cation appreciably reduces the stability of the tungsten bronzes. The 

physical and chemical properties of rare-earth tungsten bronzes have been studied 

by several researchers [25, 26]. The magnetic susceptibility measurements [27] 

of these compounds indicate that the rare-earth ions account for the magnetic 

moment. 

1.3 Tungsten Catalysts 

A catalyst is a substance which increases the rate of a chemical reaction without 

being consumed in the process. In general, catalytic process may be classified 

as homogeneous or heterogeneous. In homogeneous catalysis, the reactants are 

present in a single phase, commonly a liquid solution. In heterogeneous catal-

ysis, the reactants and catalyst are present as separate phases. Many a times 

the reactants are in the form of vapour while the catalyst is a solid. However, 

other combinations of phases such as liquid-liquid are also possible. Both types 

of catalytic processes are of considerable scientific interest and are important 

technologically [28]. 

Solid catalysts may be classified in two broad categories metals and nonmetals. 

The later are frequently oxides. Solid catalysts of practical interest are generally 

high surface area materials. In some cases the catalyst is highly porous material. 
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Most of the surface area then resides in the walls of the pores, and is often 

termed the "internal surface" of the solid. For highly porous solids, the internal 

surface area of a particle is frequently several orders of magnitude higher that 

the external surface area. Activated alumina is a highly porous material of this 

type with surface areas commonly in the range 100-300 m 2 /gm. It is employed as 

a catalyst for dehydration of alcohols or for the skeletal isomerization of olefins. 

Often the active component of a catalyst is supported on a carrier to achieve high 

dispersion. The carrier is usually a high surface area refractory material such as 

silica or alumina. 

Supported metal catalysts are highly important in industries. A method com-

monly employed in the preparation of such catalysts is called impregnation. The 

method involves contacting of a carrier with a solution of a salt of the metal of 

interest. The solute deposits on the carrier, and the resulting material is then 

dried and often calcined at higher temperature. The material dispersed on the 

carrier is then reduced to the metallic form, usually by contact with a stream 

of hydrogen at elevated temperature forming small metal clusters or crystallites 

dispersed over the carrier surface. 

Nonmetallic catalysts of interest are frequently oxides such as alumina, chro-

mia, titania or molybdena. Such catalysts are commonly prepared by proce-

dures involving precipitation or gel formation method. The use of a carrier in 

a nonmetallic catalyst, as in the case of metal catalysts, is a common method 

of improving the degree of dispersion of the active catalytic component. Such 

catalysts are generally prepared by impregnation or coprecipitation procedures. 

The coprecipitated material is then dried and calcined at higher temperature. 

Amongst different catalysts, titania supported tungsten oxide catalysts are very 

important [21-32]. These catalysts are known to be very efficient for various acid-

catalyzed heterogeneous reactions [29], preferentially for the disproportionation 

of propane [30, 31]. For the selective catalytic reduction of NO by NH 3 , they are 

of interest in the industrial application because of their activity at high tempera-

ture, their thermal stability and low oxidation activity for SO 2  [32, 33]. Similarly 

the nickel-tungsten-alumina catalysts are also very useful in industries due to 

their catalytic action in many catalytic reactions such as hydrodesulphurization, 
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hydrocracking and hydrogenation processes [34, 35]. 

To a considerable extent our understanding of the properties of chemical sys-

tems like catalysts or complex oxides at the microscopic level comes from probes 

of structure. Of the many structure probes that have been developed, the most 

useful would be X-ray diffraction. Information, at the atomic or molecular level 

can be obtained by various spectroscopies, spanning the electromagnetic spec-

trum. Amongst many structure probes, X-ray absorption spectroscopy is fre-

quently used to study local atomic environment around the absorbing ions in 

complex systems. In the following section the principles involved in the X-ray 

absorption process and different spectral features in the X-ray absorption spectra 

and their relation to various physico-chemical parameters are briefly described. 

1.4 The Process of X-ray Absorption 

The interaction of X-rays with matter [36, 37] results in a number of interesting 

phenomena such as, scattering, photoelectron absorption, pair production (in 

the case of X-rays of energy > 1.02 MeV), secondary emission, Auger emission 

etc. The analysis of the attenuation, generally logarithmic of X-ray intensity 

requires, therefore, the segregation of the various processes involved, of which 

the photoelectric absorption is usually the most important and is referred to as 

the true absorption. 

When an X-ray beam passes through a medium, the intensity of the transmit-

ted beam I is attenuated logarithmically. According to the classical absorption 

equation, if the incident beam of intensity I 0  has travelled a distance x, then the 

absorption coefficient 
1 , 	/ 

12 1  = — (— 	— 	 (1.1) 

It follows from equation(1.1) that the dimensions of to are reciprocal centimetres 

so that it represents the attenuation of the beam per unit length travelled and 

is called the linear absorption coefficient. It turns out to be dependent on the 

energy (wavelength) of the X-rays, the atomic numbers of the constituent atoms, 

and on their state of aggregation. 
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Calculation of the linear absorption coefficient is complicated by this last fact 

so that it is more convenient to use a mass absorption coefficient 

pt 
= 

p 
(1.2) 

where p is the density of the absorbing medium and pm  is the absorption cross 

section of the mass unit. 

In the analysis of the dependence of p on wavelength and atomic number, it 

is most convenient to define an atomic absorption coefficient 

A 
pa = No pm (1.3) 

where A is the atomic weight of the element and N o  is Avogadro's number. A 

plot of Pa  against wavelength, for any element, has the general appearance of 

the curve shown in Fig.1.1. The absorption increases with increasing wavelength 

(decreasing energy of incident X-rays) until an abrupt discontinuity occurs. Af-

ter this discontinuity, called an absorption edge, the absorption increases with 

wavelength until new discontinuities are encountered. An empirical study of the 

relation between the atomic absorption coefficient and the X-ray wavelength and 

atomic number (Z) of the absorbing atoms shows that curve like that in Fig.1.1 

can be described by 

pa = C Zrn A" + aa(Z,  A) 	 (1.4) 

where the coefficient C takes on different values on each side of an absorption 

edge and the "best" values for the two exponents are m = 4 and n = 3. The 

second term in equation(1.4) is called the atomic scattering cross section as  and 

represents the intensity lost due to the scattering in directions other than that 

of the incident beam. For wavelengths that are large compared to electron-

electron distances in atoms A > 0.5 A, 0- a  is nearly independent of wavelength 

and increases in proportion to Z. Since the first term in equation(1.4) increases 

with both Z and A much more rapidly, the second term may be neglected by 

comparison. At shorter wavelengths, the A dependence becomes more complex 

but, because of severe experimental difficulties in measuring the scattering part of 

equation(1.4), an accurate dependence has not been established. Since the second 
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Fig. 1.1: Schematic illustration of the variation of the atomic absorption coeffi-

cient, it with wavelength, A 
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term is small (typically, o-  I p r- 0.10 to 0.20 cm 2/gm), it is normally neglected 

in the discussion of absorption coefficients. This is an acceptable practice for all 

but for the lightest elements, for which the total absorption coefficient may have 

commensurate magnitudes (For carbon, pn, < 4.0 cm 2 /gm for A < 1.5 A). 

The first term in equation(1.4) is of primary interest, not only because it 

is relatively much larger but also because it represents the wavelength and Z 

dependence of the photoelectric absorption process for X-rays. As can be seen in 

Fig.1.1, as the wavelength of the transmitted X-rays increases, the photoelectric 

absorption increases proportionally to A 3 , until a critical wavelength is reached. 

For wavelengths longer than that at the absorption edge, the incident X-rays 

have insufficient energy to knock out a particular kind of bound electron in the 

atom, and the photoelectric ejection of such electrons no longer contributes to 

the absorption process. The absorption edges in Fig.1.1 are called the K, 

and LIn edges, respectively, according to the inner electron whose binding energy 

equals the energy at the absorption edge. Following the photoelectron ejection of 

an inner electron, the excited atom typically emits an X-ray photon, as an outer 

electron falls into the newly created hole, so that the first term in (1.4) is called 

the fluorescence term. 

For free atoms [38], such as in the case of monoatomic gases, the processes 

of X-ray emission and absorption are simple and are well understood. However, 

these processes become rather complex when the atom is no more free, such as in 

solids and chemical compounds. The mechanism of X-ray emission and absorp-

tion in a solid [39, 40] is shown in Fig.1.2. In a solid the valence electrons of the 

neighbouring atoms interact with each other and the energy levels are no longer 

discrete as in the case of free atoms but are broadened, the outer ones being 

more broad than the inner ones and from quasi-continuous valence and conduc-

tion bands. The X-ray emission band spectrum results from the transition of the 

electrons from the valence band to an inner level. It provides information about 

the distribution of the occupied electron states in the valence band, since the 

inner level is generally sharp and well-defined. The X-ray absorption spectrum, 

on the other hand, corresponds to the transitions of the ejected photoelectron to 

empty states, bound or unbound of proper symmetry, and provides complemen- 

10 
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tary information about the density of unoccupied electronic energy states. 

1.4.1 The Position, Shape and Fine Structure of an X-ray 

Absorption Discontinuity 

In the X-ray emission process, if I(v) denotes the intensity per unit frequency 

range, then I(v)dv is the intensity of X-rays emitted with frequencies in the 

range dv corresponding to the energy range dE and the expression for I(v) is 

given [40] as 

	

/(v)  — n 
	 IrMafdii2  ds 3:23/27n

3nv2 

2c3 
	grad El 

 

where f is the volume of the unit cell, n is the number of radiators per unit 

volume, Mfi  is the matrix element or the transition probability, subscript i and f 

correspond to the initial and the final states respectively and the integration is 

carried out over a constant energy surface in k-space. Equation (1.5) represents 

the observed frequency distribution within an emission band. 

In the X-ray absorption process, if A(v)dv denotes the energy absorbed per 

unit time by an atom in the electron transition from a sharp inner level to a band 

of empty states in an energy range dE and I ° (v)dv is the incident intensity (energy 

per unit area per unit time), then the linear absorption coefficient (in cm -1 ) is 

given by 
A(v)dv  

A(v)  = n  °(v)dv 	
(1.6) 

where n represents the number of atoms per cm 3 . 

On the basis of Dirac's radiation theory, the energy absorbed per second per 

unit frequency range by one atom may be expressed as 

e 2 

	

 
a(v) = 	

A 

" 	 (11) 
27m 2 cv 

Furthermore, E = h(v — v0 ), where hv is the energy of the incident photon and 

hvo  is the energy interval between the initial X-ray level and the unoccupied 

state of lowest energy. Upon averaging over the three directions of the electron 

momentum, the power absorbed in transitions into a number of closely grouped 

(1 .5) 
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e2 h2 1110 (v)dv 
A(v)dv I Mid 2   d  

si.gradEl s  6 7r 2m 2 cv  (1.8) 

states spread over an energy interval hdv becomes 

Hence from equation (1.8) 

ne2h2n 	
1 1 " 

An
fi l  

12 

(v) 
67r 2m2 cv Js jgradElds 	

(1.9) 
 

The above expression can be approximated [41] to 

	

tt(E) a vP(E)N(E) 	 (1.10) 

where N(E) is the density of unoccupied states at energy E and P(E) is the 

transition probability for a transition involving the two states concerned, with 

the initial state being the core state and the final state being one in which an 

electron is excited to a normally unoccupied level in the valence or conduction 

band. It is very difficult to calculate theoretically P(E) for such transitions in the 

case of solids. However, the selection rules often help in giving a rough estimate 

of the transition probability. Assuming the dipole approximation to be valid for 

solids, one can assume the K, L I , ... absorption spectra to reflect the density 

of unoccupied p like states in the conduction band, and the LH, Lim Mm,   

spectra to reflect the density of d and s electron states. In a given band the 

transition probability is generally assumed [42] to be a monotonous function of 

energy. 

The first significant attempt towards the explanation of the shape of an X-

ray absorption discontinuity in a solid was that of Richtmyer, Barnes and Ram-

berg [43] who described the absorption edge in terms of a series of absorption 

lines with equal widths and having equal transition probabilities. In their work, 

Richtmyer et al. employed the following expression for the intensity distribution 

function J AB(v)dv for an absorption line, given by Weisskopf and Wigner [44]. 

rA + rB 	dv 
JAB(v)dv 	 (1.11) 

2r 	
(vAB — v) 2 	{( 1 A+2 rB)1 2  

where A and B refer to the initial and final states involved in the electronic 

transition, 'vjui  is the frequency corresponding to the transition and is 

VAB = VA — VB = (EA — EB)I h 
	

(1.12) 
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and PA and r. are related to the mean life-times T A  and TB of the states A and 

B respectively through the relations 

1 	 1 
PA 	- 

2 
71" TA and FE, 	- 

2
77-TB 	 (1.13) 

Richtmyer et al have discussed using the relation (1.11) the shape of the LIR ab-

sorption discontinuity of gold and have shown that the variation of the absorption 

coefficient in the vicinity of the absorption discontinuity follows an arc-tan curve 

given by the formula 

E0A 	11 
pt(E) = constant [-1- 	—

1 
arct an 

[11 

r 7r 	 E/2 
11 	

(1.14) 
 

where PE  is the full width at the half maximum of each absorption line and vE 0 A 

is the frequency difference between the initial state in the absorption process and 

the first one of the final states. 

It is difficult to assess the exact importance of the above formula because of the 

absence of experimental verification of the assumptions leading to it and the lack 

of the knowledge of the transition probabilities. In spite of it, it has been found 

that in many cases there exists rather a close similarity between the theoretical 

arc-tan curve and the experimentally observed curves. Whenever such a close 

fit exists, the calculations leading to the above formula for ,u(E) show that the 

inflection point on the absorption curve corresponds to a transition of the inner 

electron to the first available empty level in the solid. 

A detailed study by Parratt [45] of the K-absorption discontinuity of gaseous 

argon (Z=18) has led to a further step in the understanding of the X-ray absorp-

tion process. He has decomposed the observed absorption curve, duly corrected 

for experimental distortions, into a series of resonance absorption lines corre-

sponding to the transitions is --> np, where n > 3. The wavelength positions 

of these absorption lines were calculated with the help of the optical terms of 

potassium (Z=19), since an ionized argon atom can be considered to be similar 

to a potassium atom. This study has been extended to the other inert gases by 

Brogren [46]. The approximation was further examined by Mitchell [47] for neon 

who cautioned that this model may not hold for very light atoms. In a different 

approach, Vainshtein and Narbutt [48] have calculated the relative intensities of 
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the various absorption lines assuming hydrogenic wavefunctions for the initial 

and final states for the inert gases. 

Soules and Shaw [49] have studied the K-absorption spectrum of solid argon 

and have found that it differs very much from that obtained in the gaseous state. 

The absorption edge for the solid closely follows the theoretical arc-tan curve 

except in the region of maximum absorption. The first absorption maximum in 

the curve of the gas has approximately the same wavelength as the inflection point 

on the absorption curve of the solid. These results, together with Nilsson's [50] 

measurements of the absorption coefficients with different excitation voltages, 

confirm the view that the inflection point on an X-ray absorption discontinuity 

corresponds to the transition of an inner electron to the first unoccupied level in 

the conduction band of the solid. 

Breinig et al. [51] have proposed a theoretical model for absorption edges and 

derived the following expression for the absorption cross section near the edge : 

I727  1 1 , 2 
ardi(E) 

 

_ E 	 + a [-
2 

+ —tan—  (E + Eno  + E')] 
n i v3 , [E — 	— E niA 2  + (i) 2  

(1.15) 

for EnTy < €1 . Here Ent  and En fliji are initial and final states in the transition, 

E denotes the photon energy, r is the width of the excited state and c'(-0.5eV) 

the constant energy used for inclusion with the continuum the highest bound 

states whose widths exceed their separation. It is clear from this expression that 

the profile of the X-ray absorption discontinuity is nothing but a Lorentzian 

of appropriate height and width superimposed on an arc-tan curve. Breinig 

et al. have studied the K-absorption edge spectra of argon and krypton and 

L-absorption spectra of xenon. These workers decomposed their spectra into 

Lorentzians and an arc-tan curve. They found a good agreement between the 

peak position of Lorentzian corresponding to a particular electronic transition 

and the optical energy obtained from experiments. 

Although rigorous calculations of the shapes of absorption discontinuity have 

been done by Breinig et al., for argon, krypton and xenon, these have not been to 

date (to our knowledge) for different absorption edges in solids. Nevertheless, it 

has been found useful and practical to perform numerical analysis on the absorp- 
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tion data in terms of the positions, widths and oscillator strengths of bound-state 

and resonance peaks and of an edge position, width, and height for the principal 

continuum edge. Cramer and Hodgson [52] have done such type of analysis by 

decomposing the Mo K-edge spectrum in [Mo ;  0 24 ] 6- . These authors have shown 

that by fitting the absorption edge with several Lorentzians and an arctangent 

function, the positions and intensities of edge features may be quantitated. In 

the case of Co/Mo/Al 2 03  catalysts, the Mo K-edge position was resolved into 

three Gaussians by least-squares fitting of nine parameters by Chiu et al [53] 

in order to find the extent of distortion of the octahedron of oxygen atoms in 

the first coordination shell. In this laboratory [54] also, the decomposition of 

K-edge profiles of transition metal ions in various compounds into Lorentzians 

and arctangent function has been done and it has been shown that the areas 

under different Lorentzians give a measure of extent of tetrahedral to octahedral 

clusters. 

It has been often found that the position of an X-ray absorption disconti-

nuity changes with the physicochemical environment of the absorbing atom. It 

was Bergengren [55] who first demonstrated the dependence of X-ray absorption 

discontinuities on chemical combination. He investigated the K-absorption edge 

of phosphorus in its various allotropic forms and found slight variations in the 

wavelength of the edge. Lindh [56], who carried out a number of experiments to 

study the effect of chemical combination on the wavelengths of the K-absorption 

discontinuities of chlorine, phosphorus and sulphur in various compounds, demon-

strated that .the wavelength of the X-ray absorption spectrum of an atom varies 

with its chemical state in the compound. Stelling [57] using spectrograph with 

higher dispersion than that used by Lindh has studied the K-absorption limit of 

chlorine in various chlorides. Aoyama et al [58] have studied the K-absorption 

limit of chlorine in various organic compounds. Coster [59] has studied the K-

absorption edges of first row-transition metals in their different oxides and lent 

support to the earlier observations. These investigations were soon followed by 

many researchers who extended the study of chemical shifts to all sorts of com-

pounds, complexes, alloys, solutions and glasses. 

Considering the various factors which may affect the energy necessary to re- 
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move an electron from an ion in a crystal, Pauling [60] has discussed the depen-

dence of the wavelength of an absorption discontinuity on the chemical environ-

ment of the absorbing atom and has emphasized the importance of electrostatic 

potential seen by the absorbing ion due to its environment and the external 

screening caused by the valence electrons. The experimentally observed chemical 

shifts of the K-absorption edges of chlorine in LiC1, NaC1, KC1 and RbC1 seem to 

be in accordance with the theory proposed by Pauling, but the results obtained 

for some other compounds, e.g. NH 4 C1, CuCI and AgC1 do not agree with it. 

Kunzl [61] made a critical examination of the experimental work concerning 

the displacement of the K-absorption discontinuities of atoms present in different 

oxidation states in their oxides. He formulated a law according to which the 

displacement of an absorption edge in a series of compounds depends directly 

upon the valency of the element in the compound under consideration. This 

dependence is given by the relation Av/R a V, where Av denotes the change 

in the frequency of the absorption edge for a given compound with respect to 

that for the pure element, R is the Rydberg constant and V is the valency of the 

absorbing atom. This dependence of the chemical shift on valence has been sup-

ported by the work of Zinn [62], Barton [63], Manescu [64], Glenn and Dodd [65] 

and many others. Assuming the dependence of the position of the K-absorption 

limit on valency Boehm et al [66] have reported the valence of cobalt in vitamin 

B12 to be three. Kirichock and Karalnik [67], Vainshtein [68], Miller [69], Mande 

and Chetal [70] and Sarode et al. [71] have determined the valency of transition 

metal ions in different compounds and complexes, making use of the Kunzl's law. 

However, several investigations [72-74] have pointed out the limitations of the 

Kunzl's law. The effect of electronegativity and character of the ligands, type of 

hybridization, nature of chemical bond, coordination number and the other struc-

tural parameters [75] seem to affect the chemical shift. Agarwal and Verma [76] 

have given an empirical rule which states that "in general, the chemical shift is 

towards the high energy side of the metal edge and it increases progressively with 

the increase in the valence of the cation, unless the shift is either suppressed by 

the covalent character of the bond or enhanced by the formation of metal-metal 

bonding." Dey and Agarwal [77] have further attempted to demonstrate a linear 
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variation of the chemical shift with the product of the ionicity of the bond and 

square of the valency. 

Several workers [78, 79] have tried to correlate the chemical shift with effective 

charges on the absorbing atoms calculated by different methods. Batsanov and 

Ovsyannikova [80] have investigated the position of the K-absorption discontinu-

ity of manganese in some of its compounds and have observed its dependence on 

the coordination charge on the absorbing ions. Barinskii and Nadzhakov [81] have 

attempted to determine the effective charges in some transition metal compounds 

by this method. These attempts have been critically reviewed by Barinskii and 

Nefedow [82]. Through somewhat involved reasoning Boke [83] also has tried to 

deduce the effective charges on the absorbing metal atoms in various complexes. 

Srivastava et al. [84] have also shown that the variation in the K-edge shifts of 

copper in some complexes involving Cu' and Cun ions follows a parallel variation 

in the calculated effective nuclear charge. In 1973 Mande and Sapre [85] have 

shown that the absorption discontinuity in a compound shifts towards the higher 

or lower energy side with respect to the corresponding discontinuity in the pure 

element depending upon whether the absorbing atom is a cation or an anion and 

that the magnitude of the chemical shift depends upon the effective charge on the 

absorbing ion. These authors determined the effective charges in the case of gal-

lium selenide and gallium telluride using the X-spectroscopic technique. Mande 

and Kondawar [86] have calculated the effective charges on cobalt ions in some 

of their intermetallic compounds and a correlation between the X-ray absorption 

shifts and the effective charges has been found. Sarode [87] has investigated the 

L111-absorption edges in bismuth halides and observed a variation of position of 

the absorption discontinuity with the partial ionic charge, calculated on the ba-

sis of Sanderson's method. Sarode et al. [88] have examined the K-absorption 

spectra of several oxides and pervoskites of manganese, iron and cobalt. These 

authors have found a functional relationship between chemical shifts and effective 

atomic charges. 

It is not always easy to locate the position of the X-ray absorption disconti-

nuities unequivocally because their shapes often appear complicated and do not 

always follow [89] the simple arctangent curve. Moreover, the discontinuities are 
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frequently accompanied by [90] fluctuations in the absorption coefficient on the 

low as well as high energy sides. These complexities in X-ray absorption spectra 

can be roughly classified in the following groups : 

Pre-absorption : 

This is the structure observed on the low energy side of the absorption edge. It is 

usually attributed [91] to the availability of localized unoccupied electronic levels 

below the conduction band. In the case of some rare earths and their systems 

one observes in the L and M spectra such preabsorption peaks corresponding 

to transitions to the unfilled atomic levels. Preabsorption structures in some 

insulators like CuO, ZnO, RbC1 etc. have also been observed by Cauchois and 

Mott [91], who have interpreted their results on a model suggested earlier by 

Frenkel [92]. According to Frenkel in the non-metallic solids the hole formed in 

an inner atomic level can trap the free electron in the lattice by virtue of its 

Coulomb field, forming a bound electron hole pair (exiton), which forms free 

atomic like levels in the forbidden gap. Transitions of the inner electron to these 

levels give rise to the preabsorption maximum on the low energy side of the 

absorption discontinuity. 

Pre-absorption peaks have also been observed [93-97] in compounds wherein 

the metal ions have tetrahedral, square planar and square pyramidal coordina-

tion. The intensities of these peaks are found to depend on the coordination 

geometry of the metal site [94, 95]. For example, in compounds like Ag3VO4, 

where vanadium ion is tetrahedrally coordinated by four oxygen ligands, the 

intensity of pre-edge peak is large [96], whereas in GdVO 3 , the vanadium ion be-

ing in octahedral coordination. the intensity is very small. The metal ions, which 

have square pyramidal coordination in compounds, show the pre-absorption peak 

whose intensity is slightly smaller than those observed for tetrahedrally coordi-

nated compounds [96]. Shulman et al. [98] have explained that vibronic mixing 

of np and nd characters makes the low energy transitions allowed. Theoretical 

considerations [93, 99] also support this view. 
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Splitting of Discontinuity and the Near Edge Structure : 

In the X-ray absorption spectra, it has been found [90,100-103] that the disconti-

nuity often splits into two or more components and that their appears some fine 

structure in its immediate vicinity (upto about 30 eV ) on its high energy side. 

Kossel [104] has observed this structure initially in the case of gases and had 

suggested a model of single electron transitions to. the-empty atomic .states. for 

the interpretation of such structure. This type of structure was later found [1.05] 

to appear in the liquids and solids also. This near edge structure in the case of 

metals, alloys and highly covalent compounds is usually attributed [90] to the dis-

tribution of unoccupied states of appropriate syMmetry in the conduction band. 

For gaseous molecules, molecular solids and transition metal coordination com-

plexes it is attributed [106-109] to the transitions of core electrons to the states 

formed due to molecular formation. In the K-absorption spectra of transition 

metal compounds several workers [94, 98, 102, 109] have observed a weak low 

energy peak at the threshold followed by a shoulder on a rising absorption that 

culminates in a strong peak. The occurrence of low energy peak corresponding 

to inner electron transition to nd state, has already been discussed above. The 

shoulder peak and strong absorption maxima are generally assigned to n.s -  and 

np states. The transition to the outer states created due to capture of another 

atom's electron [110] (cross-over transition) as well as the creation of multiple 

inner vacancies [111] may also give rise to some small peaks near the absorption 

edge. 

White Line : 

The appearance of a strong peak just above the X-ray absorption edge for some 

elements and compounds has been an interesting subject in X-ray spectroscopy 

for many years. The strong peak is referred to as a "white line" (or "raie blanche" 

in French), because such a little amount of radiation at certain wavelengths would 

penetrate the absorber relative even to the radiation transmitted above the edge, 

giving a white line on the photographic film used in the early experiments. For 

example, white lines have been observed at the K-edges of elements, Ga and 
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As, Ni in Ni 2 03 , Cu in CuO, and Zn in. Zno [91], but not in the 3d transition 

elements [100]. White lines have also been observed at the LIT and Lm edges (but 

not at the L1 edge) of Fe, Co, Ni [112, 113], Cu in CuO [114]; Ru, Rh, Pd [115, 

116], Sm, Gd through Lu [117], Ta, W, Re [118-121], compounds of Hg and 

Ti [122] and U [118]. The list is by no means complete; in fact, with the enhanced 

intensity and improved resolution from synchrotron radiation sources [123, 124], 

white lines have been observed in a large number of substances. Although the 

origin of the strong absorption has not been analyzed in detail, it is generally 

believed [91] to be associated with an atomic like electric-dipole-allowed transition 

from an inner shell to an unoccupied level with a high density of states in the 

vicinity of the absorbing atom. In this regard, the white line also depends on the 

chemical bonding because Cu in metal or Cu 2 O does not have white line [114] 

while W in WO3  exhibits a broader white line than the one metallic W [121]. 

Wei and Lytle [125] have studied the L IT  and L111  edges of tantalum metal. 

These authors have associated the white line with an atomic like allowed transi-

tion from 2p 1 / 2  and 2p31 2  states to the vacant 5d states of a high density. However, 

a quantitative comparison with the calculated band structure was not possible 

because none of the existing hand structure calculations has included the effect 

of a core hole. In an attempt to understand the white lines, Wei and Lytle pre-

sented two least-squares analyses of the Ta Lin-edge in terms of (a) a Lorentzian 

profile and (b) a Breit-Wigner-Fano type formula. They found that the latter, 

which was first suggested by Cauchois and Mott, appeared to provide a better fit 

to the asymmetric line shape. 

Brown et al. [126] have done rigorous theoretical calculations of white lines and 

shown that the calculated weight of the absorption in the white line corresponding 

to a 2p3/2  to 5d5/2  transition is consistent with the experimentally determined 

value in platinum metal. However, experimental results for Ni and Ti do not fit 

into their theoretical framework. 
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Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure: 

The extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) refers to oscillations 

the X-ray absorption coefficient observed on the high-energy side of an X-ray 

absorption edge. Such oscillations can extend up to 1000 eV above the edge and 

may have a magnitude of 10% or more. 

This phenomenon of EXAFS has been known since 1930, and the basic phys-

ical explaination has been provided by Kronig [127], who says that these 

tions are due to modification of the final state of the photoelectron by the crystal 

or in the case of gaseous molecules, by atoms surrounding the excited atom. 

Since then there have been various further attempts to theoretically understand 

the EXAFS, but without complete success [128-132]. The various theories can 

be cliissified into two categories, long-range order (LRO) and short-range or-

der(SRO). The LRO theories require the existence of long-range order to explain 

the fine structure. Because EXAFS is found experimentally in amorphous solids 

and molecules the experimental evidence favours the SRO theoretical approach. 

For this reason during 1970 and later the theoretical interest had centered on 

the SRO theories. In these theories only the environment in the vicinity of the 

excited atom is held responsible for EXAFS. Most SRO theories of EXAFS agree 

on the basic physics. The differences occur in the various approximations made 

in the calculations. 

However, there has never been detailed theoretical investigation of the re-

lationship between the LRO and SRO theories although one knows that both 

approaches must give the same results if correctly formulated. It is shown by 

Stern [133] that the LRO theories as usually formulated are incorrect because 

they neglect the dominant effects. In 1970, Sayers, Lytle and Stern [134] derived 

the first successful working theory of EXAFS. This was subsequently modified 

by Stern [133] to a more general form and further refined by others [135, 136]. 

According to these theories, EXAFS is regarded as resulting from interference 

between the photoelectron wave propagating from the X-ray absorbing atom and 

the wave backscattered by neighbouring atoms. Depending on whether the scat-

tered wave returns to the origin in phase or out of phase with the outgoing wave, 
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there is an increase or decrease in absorption. 

Sayers et al. [137] have shown that the structural information can be obtained 

most directly from EXAFS by taking the Fourier transform of EXAFS data. With 

highly symmetrical structures involving only a single absorber nearest neighbour 

distance in the first coordination sphere, one can use Fourier transform to obtain. 

such distances to an. accuracy of about 0.01 A. 

Besides giving radial distance information, EXAFS also contains information 

about the type and number of scattering atoms and their motion relative to the 

absorber. The atom type reveals itself through the absolute phase of the fine 

structure oscillations and through the EXAFS amplitude envelope. This am-

plitude is also affected by the static and thermal disorder of absorber-scatterer 

distances. Moreover, simple theory predicts that the magnitude of the fine struc-

ture will be linearly proportional to the number of scattering atoms and inversely 

proportional to the square of the absorber-scatterer distance. During 1975-1977, 

much of the amplitude information has been discarded, but in late 1978, Cramer 

et al. [138] has demonstrated that using a known phase shifts and amplitude 

functions, one can estimate the number and identity of near-neighbours at a 

particular distance. 

Sometimes one observes that in the fine structure there exists certain peaks 

which cannot be attributed [139] to the states created in the above fashion. There 

is evidence to suggest that these peaks can be ascribed to plasmons excited during 

the X-ray absorption process. 

Since most of the experimental work presented in this thesis is done by using 

X-ray absorption spectroscopy, it would be appropriate here to mention briefly the 

special advantages of this technique that makes it a versatile probe for electronic 

structure determination. 
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1.5 Some Special Advantages of X-ray Absorp-

tion Spectroscopy 

The X-ray absorption technique has found wide applicability in many diverse 

areas as a tool to determine the local atomic environment in many classes of ma-

terials whose structures defied analysis by standard techniques such as diffraction 

or diffuse scattering [140-144]. The properties of X-ray absorption technique that 

make it so useful for structure determination are : 

1. The local atomic arrangement can be determined about each type of atom 

in a sample separately. By tuning the X-rays to the absorption edge energy 

of an atom, only its environment is probed. 

2. Since EXAFS measures only short range order, there is no fundamental 

distinction between crystals with long range order and samples without, 

such as amorphous solids, liquids, and solutions. Thus aperiodic systems 

can be studied with the same ease as crystals. 

3. In principle, the kinds of surrounding atoms can be distinguished by the 

energy dependence of their contributions to the EXAFS. 

4. The number of atoms at a given average distance and the disorder in their 

location about the average can be quantified by EXAFS. 

5. In unoriented samples only the radial distance between the centre atom and 

its neighbouring atoms is determined, but in oriented samples which have 

less than cubic symmetry, angular positions are discernible. 

6. Structural information is obtained from X-ray absorption spectroscopy by 

a simple and direct analysis. 

7. The X-ray absorption measurements are relatively easy and rapid. 

8. Determination of the chemical state of atom is possible by determining 

absorption edge shift and the near-edge structure. 
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9. Information regarding the empty states in the conduction band as well 

as the low-lying continuum states can be obtained from the absorption 

spectrum by making use of a relatively narrow inner state as a scanning 

probe. 

10. It is a non-destructive technique and comparatively small quantities of ma-

terials are required in the investigation. 

11. The site symmetry . of the absorbing ions i.e., the geometrical distribution 

of atoms around the absorbing atom can be obtained simply by studying 

the profiles of X-ray absorption edges in the model compounds and in the 

unknown systems. 

It is because of these properties and advantages that X-ray absorption spec-

troscopy occupies an important place amongst the different techniques of inves-

tigating electronic structure of materials. 

1.6 Purpose and Scope of the present study 

Amongst the transition metal compounds, the compounds of tungsten, in par- . 

 ticular, tungsten bronzes and tungsten oxides having catalytic properties have 

attracted attention of many researchers because of their many technical applica-

tions. Goodenough [145] and others [1, 2, 4, 22, 23, 34] have discussed theoret-

ically the nature of chemical bonding in these compounds, However, not much 

systematic experimental work seems to have been done on their electronic and 

structural properties. A few year ago, Horsley et al [146] and Hilbrig et al [147] 

had studied, using X-ray spectroscopic method, some complex oxides of tung-

sten in order to obtain structural information on the chemical liason in these 

compounds. We thought it worthwhile to extend this study to some binary and 

ternary inorganic compounds, organometallic complexes, supported tungsten ox-

ide catalysts and rare earth tungsten oxide bronzes, with an aim to see if the 

correlation between the chemical shifts of the X-ray absorption discontinuities -

and the oxidation states/effective charges of the absorbing atoms, demonstrated 

by Sarode et al [88] is valid in the case of compounds of tungsten. 
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In this thesis we report our investigations on : 

1. the position and profile of tungsten L absorption edges in WI 2 , K3W2C19, 

W0 2 , WS 2 , WSe2 , WC1 4 Pyr2 , C 11 H 14 N 2 O 12BaW2 .6H 2 O, [WC1 4 L 21C1 (L 

= 2,4,6 trimethylpyridine), K[W0 2 (C 2 04 )).xH 2 0, (NH4) 2 WS 4 , Fe2(W0 4 ) 3 , 

Al 2 (W0 4 )3 , CaWO4 , Eu 2 (W04 ) 3 , Na2W0 4 .211 2 0, WO 2 13r 2 , WOC1 4 , WC1 6 , 

WO 2 C1 2 , NiWO4 , ZnWO4 , H3 PW 12 040 .511 2 0, (M14) 6 1-12W12040.51-120, W03 , 

W03 .H2 0 and WV2 06  and; 

2. the position and profile of tungsten L absorption edges in rare-earth tung-

sten oxide bronzes namely, Eu 0 . 1 W03 , Sm0 . 1 W03 , La0A W03 , Na0 . 15 W03 

 and In0 . 21 W03  ; 

3. the position and profile of tungsten L absorption edges in the calcined air 

exposed and reduced alumina and titania supported tungsten oxide cata-

lysts containing 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 % by weight of WO 3  on the surface and 

20% calcined and reduced Ni — W/Al 2 03 ; 

4. the extended X-ray absorption fine structure at the tungsten Lm-edge in 

some catalytic samples mentioned in (3) and 

5. Rietveld Refinement of the structural parameters of few representative 

bronzes, wherein no detailed crystal structure data are available. 

‘!r 
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Chapter 2 

Experimental Techniques 



2.1 Introduction 

This Chapter is divided into three parts, viz. preparation of materials, its charac- 

terization by X-ray diffraction and X-ray absorption spectroscopic measurements. 

2.2 Preparation of Materials 

This section describes the preparation of the compounds of tungsten, tungsten 

oxide bronzes and the catalytic compounds of tungsten. 

2.2.1 Preparation of Tungsten Compounds 

Most of the compounds were obtained commercially and a few were prepared in 

the laboratory. 

K3W2 C19  was obtained [1] by crystallizing the electrolytically reduced acidic 

solution of potassium tungstate. 

The pyridine complex, WCl 4 py2  is prepared [2] by the reaction of pyridine 

with the tungsten chloride. 

[WC14 L 2]C1 where L = 2,4,6-trimethylpyridine was prepared by standard 

method of Brown and Ruble [2]. 13a[W 2 (0)(µ — — R — pdta)].6H 2 0, where 

R-pdta = R-propylenediamine-N,N,N',N'-tetraaCetate was synthesized according 

to the procedure of Ikari et al [3]. 

K2 [W0 2 (C204 )] .x14. 2 0 was prepared [4] by reducing potassium tungstate 

with tin in a solution containing oxalic acid and potassium oxalate. The colour of 

the solution changes from blue to green to red. Tin was removed as tin sulphide 

from the red solution from which red crystals of the oxalato complex were then 

slowely deposited. 

WO2 Br2  was made [5] by heating W0 3  with CBr 4  in a sealed Pyrex tube at 

200°C. 

WV2 06  was synthesized [6] from equimolar mixture of high purity samples 

of V2 03  and W03  oxides heated after melting at 1000°C in an evacuated quartz 

tube for 72 hrs., and then by slow-cooling to room temperature. 
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2.2.2 Preparation of Tungsten Oxide Bronzes 

Eu0. 1 W03  was prepared [7] by mixing the high purity powder samples of Eu 2 03 , 

W03  and W in appropriate molar ratio. The reagents were carefully grounded 

and pelletised and then were enclosed in the evacuated sealed silica tube and 

heated for 100 hours at 1270°K. To achieve homogeneity in the product, the 

process was repeated thrice. The sample thus formed was rapidly cooled to room 

temperature. The bronzes Sm oA W03i  LaDA W0 3  and In0 , 2W03  were made by 

similar method. 

Na0 . 15W03  was prepared [8] by mixing appropriate proportions of W0 3 , WO2 

and Na2 W04. This mixture was sealed in an evacuated quartz tube and was 

heated slowly in the begining and then abruptly to a temperature of 800°C which 

was kept constant for 10 hrs. 

2.2.3 Preparation of Supported Tungsten Oxide Catalysts 

Catalytic samples of W0 3 /7 — Al 2 03  were prepared by impregnation to incip-

ient wetness using y — Al 2 03  as the support. y — Al 2 03  was first dried at 

110°C for 12 hrs. before impregnation. An appropriate volume of an aque-

ous (NH4)sHzW1z040.xH2O  solution was added to the pre-heated alumina in two 

equal portions and mixed well after each addition. These were allowed to stand 

for 30 min. in a covered beaker and dried for 12 hrs. at 110°C. Samples were 

then calcined in a furnace at 550°C for 12 hrs. 

Catalysts containing nickel were prepared by sequentially impregnating a cal-

cined W0 3 /Al2 03  (1-2 hrs.) catalyst with an solution of nickel nitrate. The 

impregnation procedure was the same as that described for W0 3 /Al 2 03  cata-

lysts. The compound thus obtained was dried overnight at 110°C and calcined 

at 500°C for 16 hrs. 

W03 /Ti02  samples were made in a manner similar to the above. They were 

prepared by dissolving ammonium tungstate in water and impregnating the sup-

port carrier Ti02. These were then dried at 100°C and calcined at 450°C for 2 

hrs. 
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2.3 Powder X-ray Diffraction 

The characterization of compounds synthesized was done using X-ray diffrac-

tion (XRD) technique for checking and identifying the formation of phases in 

the compounds. The XRD measurements on powdered samples were performed 

using Rigaku X-ray diffractometer system (D/Max II-C). The intensity of Cu 

Ka  radiation diffracted from the powder specimen was detected by a scintillation 

counter and recorded as a function of 20, where 0 is the Bragg angle. Diffrac-

tion peaks were indexed and the unit cell parameters were calculated using the 

Powder Diffraction package PDP11 [9]. It is found that all the inorganic and 

organometallic compounds prepared are single phase. The calculated lattice pa-

rameters from the program PDP11 agrees well with these reported in JCPDS 

Powder Diffraction File [10]. The stoichiometries of the compounds were estab-

lished from performing the chemical analysis of all the compounds prepared. A 

typical diffractogram recorded in this work is shown in Fig. 2.1. 

2.4 X-ray Absorption Measurements 

We describe below the apparatus used in this investigation to record the X-ray 

L-absorption spectra of pure tungsten, several tungsten compounds, tungsten 

oxide bronzes and the alumina and titania supported tungsten oxide catalysts. 

It is to be noted here that some of the spectra were recorded using very high-

intensity X-ray source. This is particularly important where the concentration of 

the absorbing metal ion is low. 

2.4.1 X-ray Spectrometer 

Our basic X-ray spectrometer is a horizontal Rigaku wide angle diffra.ctrom-

eter with attached tube stand. The major modification is an improved crys-

tal (monochromator) support for optimum alignment of the diffracting crystal 

(Fig.2.2). This spectrometer is used with a conventional X-ray diffraction gener-

ator and X-ray tubes (Fe, Mo or Cu target) chosen to provide a high intensity 

continuum in the region of the absorption edge to be measured, while missing 
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Fig. 2.1: X-ray diffraction pattern for Eu 01 W03 . 
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the intense characteristic X-ray emission lines. The spectrometer is used with a 

goniometer radius of 18.75 cm using simple set-back brackets and an X-ray tube 

takeoff angle of approximately 3° (adjusted for maximum diffracted intensity). 

The first slit is used to limit the angular divergence of the X-ray beam, and the 

Bragg-Brentano parafocussing conditions and slit position require the focusing 

(exit) slit to be approximately the same size. Between the two slits, a single-

crystal monochromator Bragg diffracts a narrow band of the incident X-rays and 

adds its diffraction pattern to the divergence of the beam. The vertical diver-

gence is limited to ±2° by a Soller slit located before the exit slit. Thus the 

resolution function depends primarily on the size of the slits and crystal diffrac-

tion pattern [11]. Our usual method of operation employs 0.05 mm slits (0.025° 

divergence) in the 20 range from .15° to 45° and 0.1 mm (0.5° divergence) slits 

for angles greater then 45° with overlap as experimentally required. Hence re-

solving power defined as (tan 0)/o0 (or A/AA) (is approximately 1000 - 2000. 

The diffracted intensity from the continuum operating at full recommended tube 

power is typically (1 10)x10 3  photons per second before passing through the 

sample. For the case of 0.05 mm slits at 20 = 45° and a LiF crystal (2d = 4.026A) 

the energy-band width, assuming a rectangular response function, received at the 

exit slit would be ti  4eV (AE = E cot GAO); however, the intensity distribution of 

the radiation filling the exit slit has the usual diffraction profile and the Rayleigh 

resolution criterion suggests that the spectrometer should be advanced in angular 

*increments of 1/2 the angular width of the exit slit, i.e., 020 = 0.01° for 0.05 

mm slits. 

The measurements are carried out 0.5° 20 below the absorption edge corre-

sponding to ti  120 eV and 3° 20 above the edge corresponding to -- 800 eV. The 

actual mode of operation is as follows: For each spectrometer position, I, trans-

mitted intensity through the absorber and I o , the incident X-ray intensity are 

measured (preset count mode) and stored on a floppy disc, the spectrometer is 

advanced to the next 20 position, and the sequence is repeated. A separate scaler 

is used to generate a running number for each subsequent pair (1,1 0 ). Knowledge 

of the start position (See Table 2.1 and 2.2) and the 20 stepping increment allows 

calculation of X-ray wavelength for any data pair. The usual experiments involves 
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500-1000 data pairs. The spectrometer stepping motor and absorber changer are 

activated and synchronized by the X-ray scaler print-out command. It was found 

that the mechanical accuracy of the absorber placement mechanism limited the 

precision to 0.3%; thus 10 5  photons were recorded for each. I, I„ and increased 

precision to 0.1% was achieved by averaging multiple passes. The problem of co-

incidence loss in the X-ray detecting electronics was corrected using the method 

of Short [12] and Burbank [13]. If uncorrected, intense emission lines from the 

X-ray tube leave an image in the data, which can he mistaken for EXAFS. 

The flanged tube stand attached to the spectrometer allowed the X-ray tube 

to be translated, rotated and inclined with respect to the spectrometer circle. 

The alignment procedure consisted of locating (by means of these adjustments) 

the most intense spot on the X-ray tube target so that it was directed through 

narrow aligned entrance and exit slits at 20 = 0° as measured by a protected 

X-ray detector. The crystal monochromator was then inserted and a suitable 

characteristic line chosen for final crystal adjustment. At the calculated 20 the 

translation, tilt and rotation (0) adjustments of the crystal holder were used to 

obtain peak diffracted intensity of standard line which located the diffracting 

volume of the crystal at the centre of the spectrometer. Further refinement of 

the alignment was not necessary if the procedure described in the section on 

precision and accuracy of the energy scale was followed. 

2.4.2 Monochromator Crystals 

The usual discussion of monochromators for X-ray spectrometers emphasizes high 

resolution with narrow crystal rocking curves and multicrystal spectrometers. 

Our requirement stresses high X-ray intensity at moderate resolution for good 

statistical accuracy of measured EXAFS. Although better resolution would prob-

ably show more details particularly near the edge, there is an inherent width 

20eV) in the EXAFS due in part to temperature smearing as well as lifetime 

broadening [14] e.g., 1.5 eV for the Cu I< edge. 

Given the flat crystal geometry, this experiment is intensity limited by the in-

herent luminosity of the X-ray tube and the diffraction efficiency of the m.onochro- 
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mator. A given monochromator has a diffractive dispersion called its "rocking 

curve" which is the angular width of the diffracted beam. When the crystal is ex-

posed to a continuum of diverging radiation, it selects from the total flux just that 

angular range of wavelength AA, which is its rocking curve width, and diffracts 

a narrow band, toward the exit slit, thus a crystal with very a narrow rocking 

curve will diffract comparatively few photons. A crystal with a wider rocking 

curve than the divergence of the slit system will smear the diffracted beam over 

the exit slits. The optimum condition is obtained when the divergence of the slit 

system and rocking curve of monochromator are approximately equal. 

The efficiency of diffraction and the rocking curve width of diffraction crystals 

may be modified by appropriate treatment. LiF(200) or Si(311) is particularly 

workable crystal in this respect. The integrated reflection coefficient for non-

polarised radiation, which is the area under the crystal rocking curve, has been 

calculated as a function of wavelength for the two extremes of the crystal per-

fection, a perfect crystal and an ideal mosaic crystal [15, 16]. The measured 

values of selected cleaved and treated crystals are also shown [16]. This helps to 

increase the photons diffracted by a factor of 3. The time necessary to obtain a. 

precision measurement was reduced proportionately. The treatment consisted of 

vigorous sanding on rough paper to drive dislocations into the crystal followed 

by successively finer paper to 600 grit to provide a smooth surface. Part of the 

damaged surface layer was then removed by an etching procedure [17]. 

2.4.3 Preparation of Absorbers 

The absorbers were prepared in a variety of ways: malleable metals were rolled 

(2-5 gm.); some materials were evaporated onto mylar or thin Al foil, soluble 

materials were dissolved and then absorbed and dried on filter paper, many ma-

terials were ground to 400 mesh, mixed with. a vacuum grease and then cast 

on a smooth substrate. After drying, the casts were sandwiched between thin 

transparent adhesive tapes for support and attached to the sample holder. The 

optimum absorber thickness considering contrast, measurement time and count-

ing error problem was attained when I/L, ti  1/3 on the high absorption side of 
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the edge. For dilute solutions absorber thickness was kept such that 	1/10. 

2.4.4 Precision and Accuracy of the Energy Scale 

The kinetic energy of the ejected photoelectrons E must be established accu-

rately in order to evaluate the natural EXAFS variable k. For every experiment, 

characteristic and/or impurity lines from the X-ray tube occurred and were used 

as standard reference points to calculate an effective lattice constant for the 

monochromator to establish the energy scale at the accuracy to which they were 

known [18]. Many elements were present as an impurities on the X-ray tube 

anode; eg., Cu, Ni, Fe and Mn are usually present, plus the characteristic line 

from the primary anode element in multiple orders of diffraction. Replicate ex-

periments established a presicion of o = 75 ppm (+ 0.7 eV at the Cu I{ edge) as 

compared to 40 ppm typical calibration lines. By using the calibration lines to 

calculate the lattice constant for every set of data, the requirement was removed 

for corrections involving the diffraction process in the monochromator crystal 

such as temperature correction, lorentz-polarization correction, refraction and 

various errors due to misalignment. The value of E associated with each data 

pair was calculated from [19] 

E = 
12398.52 
	eV 
2d sin° 

(2.1) 

The data collected from the EXAFS apparatus consisted of number of counts 

with the absorber in (I) and out (I () ) of the beam along with the corresponding 

angular position of the spectrometer. The preliminary data processing programs 

developed in this laboratory [20], (i) tabulated the initial data and calculated the 

X-ray photon energy and the total absorption, (ii) removed the oscillatory part 

of the X-ray absorption from the smooth monotonic background, and (iii) nor-

malized the data to a per-atom scale. 
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Table 2.1: Crystal and Detector angles for tungsten L i-absorption edges. 

Edge A A Energy 
in eV 	' 

Crystal 
plane 

2d (A) Crystal Detector 
angle 

W LI 1.02467 12099.6 Si(111) 6.276 9°23'48" 18'47'36" 

Si(220) 3.825 15°32'19" 31°4'38" 

Si(311) 3.276 18'13'37" 36'27'14" 

Si(400) 2.715 22°10'24" 44°20'48" 

LiF(200) 4.026 14°44'41" 29"29'22" 

Table 2.2: Crystal and detector angles for tungsten L ill-absorption edges. 

Edge A A Energy 
in eV 

Crystal 
plane 

2d (A) Crystal Detector 
angle 

W Lm  1.21550 10199.9 Si(111) 6.276 11°10'2" 22°20'5" 

Si(220) 3.825 18°31'43" 37°3'26" 

Si(311) 3.276 21°46'45" 43°33'31" 

Si(400) 2.715 26°35'46" 53°11'32" 

LiF(200) 4.026 15°28'45" 30°57'31" 
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Chapter 3 

Tungsten L-Absorption Edges 

\ 
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3.1 Introduction 

It is well known.[1-6] that tungsten compounds have interesting chemistry as a, 

consequence of 5d and 6s electrons present in the valence band. The nature of 

bonding in these compounds varies widely. For example, ionic contributions to 

the bondings in tungsten(IV) halides reach a maximum with WF 4  and 'minimum 

in an unstable compounds like WI 2  [7]. 

A feature of fundamental importance which influences the structure and bond-

ing in W compounds is that the 5d, 6s and 6p levels are sufficiently close and 

hybridization of these orbitals is energetically favourable in several tungsten com-

pounds. Hybridization alters the character of otherwise pure and partially vacant 

5d and empty 6p levels of polyvalent covalently bonded W compounds. In the 

absence of hybridization, like in ionically bonded W'+ or W 6+ compounds, the 

same 5d and 6p levels are subject to strong crystal field effects of the coordination 

spheres of ligands and depending on the point group symmetry of the tungsten 

atom, degeneracies of the p and d manifolds are lifted up. Hence it suggests that 

in either situation XANES spectroscopy should prove to be very strong infor-

mative experimental approach to study the coordination geometry and bonding 

relations in tungsten compounds. Since the near-edge features involve the tran-

sition from some core states to allowed lowest unoccupied empty states in the 

valence region of a given atomic center, XANES spectra should reveal not only 

the allowedness or otherwise of these transitions, but also the mixing or splitting 

of the final state-orbitals[8,1 1]. In this Chapter, we report XANES investigations 

of selected divalent, trivalent, tetravalent, pentavalent and hexavalent tungsten 

compounds, where, using the known structural data, informative deductions on 

structural bonding relations have been made. Both. W L I  and Lux]  edge XANES 

spectra have been used since they probe 2s -4 6p and 2p ---+ 5d transitions re-

spectively. 

Also since X-ray spectra probe dominantly the effect of local coordinations, we 

have extended the investigations to the tungsten oxide bronzes and industrially 

important tungsten oxide catalytic materials. We may expect on reasonable 

grounds that the near-edge analysis of these bronzes and catalytic compounds 
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will provide us the information on atomic environment of tungsten ions. 

As mentioned above, since tungsten shows valences varying between 2+ to 

6+, it would be therefore interesting to see whether the loading of W0 3  on Al203 

 or on TiO2  in the catalysts or doping of rare-earth oxide in W0 3  forces tung-

sten to change its atomic environment. It is with this aim, we have under-

taken the study of W LI, L11 and Lill-edges in some model compounds, tung-

sten oxide bronzes and catalytic compounds of tungsten. In particular, we have 

measured the LI, LH and L111 absorption spectra of tungsten in WI 2 , K3W2 C1 9 , 

W0 2 , WS 2 , WSe2 , WC1 4 Pyr2 , C i1 H i4N 2 0 12BaW 2 .6H 2 0, [WC1 4L 2 ]Cl (L = 2,4,6 

trimethylpyridine), K [W0 2  (C 2  04 )] .xH 2 0 , (NH 4 ) 2 WS4  , Fe2  (W04  ) 3 , Al2 (1/VO 4  ) 3 , 

CaW04 , Eu2 (W0 4 ) 3 , Na2W0 4 .2H2 0, WO 2 Br2 , WOC14 , WC16 , WO2 C12 , NiW04 , 

ZnW04 , H3PW12040.51120, (NH4)6H2W12 040. 5H20 , W03, W03.H20 and WV206 

and tungsten oxide bronzes, Eu 0 . 1 W0 3 , Sm0.1W03,  La0A  W03 , Na0 . 16W0 3  and 

In0 . 21W03 . We have examined the L-edge spectra of calcined air exposed and re-

duced alumina and calcined titania supported tungsten oxide catalysts. We have 

chosen catalysts containing 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 % by weight of W0 3  on the surface. 

L-edge spectra of calcined and reduced Ni — W/Al 2 03  catalysts of tungsten are 

also studied. 

3.2 Results and Discussion 

In Figs.3.1-14 are presented the normalized LI and L1 11-absorption edge spectra of 

representative tungsten compounds, tungsten oxide bronzes,calcined and reduced 

alumina and calcined titania supported tungsten oxide catalysts and nickel-

tungsten alumina catalysts. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the X-ray absorption 

spectra were recorded at room temperature on single crystal X-ray spectrometer 

using Si(311) as monochromator. 

The energy scale for the edge spectra given in these figures were calibrated 

relative to tungsten metal foil. The first derivative of the Li-edge spectrum shows 

two peaks : the first peak gives the inflection point of the edge. The energy scale 

was set in such a way that the first peak in the derivative spectrum corresponds 

to the W L I  energy (12099.6 eV) and the energies of the peak positions of all the 
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Figure 3.1: L111-edge spectra in octahedral compounds of tungsten. 
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Figure 3.2: L111-edge spectra in octahedral compounds of tungsten. 
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Figure 3.3: Lm -edge spectra in tetrahedral compounds of tungsten. 
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Figure 3.4: Lm-edge spectra in biocomplex and rare-earth tungsten oxide bronzes. 
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Figure 3.5: Laredge spectra in calcined W0 3/Al203 catalytic compounds of 

tungsten with 4, 8 and 12 % wt. loading of W03. 
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Figure 3.6: Liiredge spectra in reduced W0 3 /Al203  catalytic compounds of 
tungsten with 4, 8 and 12 % wt. loading of W03. 
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Figure 3.7: Lill-edge spectra in calcined W0 3/Ti02 catalytic compounds of tung-

sten with 4, 6 and 8 % wt. loading of W0 3  and 20 % calcined and reduced 

Ni — W/Al 2 03  catalyst. 
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Figure 3.8: L T-edge spectra in octahedral compounds of tungsten. 
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Figure 3.9: Li-edge spectra in octahedral compounds of tungsten. 
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Figure 3.10: Lredge spectra in tetrahedral compounds of tungsten. 
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Figure 3.11: L i-edge spectra in biocomplex and rare-earth tungsten oxide bronzes. 
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Figure 3.12: Lredge spectra in calcined W0 3/Al2 03  catalytic compounds of 
tungsten with 4, 8 and 12 % wt. loading of W03. 
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Figure3.13: Li-edge spectra in reduced W03/Al 2 03  catalytic compounds of tung-

sten with 4, 8 and 12 % wt. loading of W03. 
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Figure 3.14: Li-edge spectra in calcined W0 3 /TiO 2  catalytic compounds of tung-

sten with 4, 6 and 8 % wt. loading of WO 3  and 20% calcined and reduced 

Ni — W/Al2 03  catalyst. 



compounds are measured relative to this value. The energy calibration was also 

done by assigning the energy 12063.40 eV to the peak position of tungsten L74 

emission line. All these spectra were normalized by fitting a victoreen function 

to the pre-edge data and polynomial spline to the EX.AFS region, extrapolating 

both functions to the zero of energy (E 0 ), subtracting the pre-edge data function 

from each point in the experimental spectrum, and dividing by the step height 

at Eo . This procedure thus results in a normalization of the data to unit step 

height. 

These normalized X-ray absorption spectra suggest at once that the L m-edges 

have far fewer features as compared to those of Li-edges. We shall first discuss 

the tungsten L m-edge spectra. It may be stated here that the Lll-edge spectra of 

tungsten are similar to Lm-edge spectra. Therefore, the profiles of L H-edges are 

not given here. These profiles of absorption edges presented in the Figs.3.1-14 

are obtained by averaging the results of a large number of spectra recorded in 

turn from each sample. 

We see in from these figures that the L i-absorption discontinuity of tungsten 

splits into three components whereas no splitting is observed in L uredges. 

3.3 Tungsten Lill-edge spectra 

Tungsten Lin-edge spectra in the representative octahedral tungsten compounds 

are shown in Figs.3.1 and 3.2. In Fig.3.3 are given the Lllredge spectra in tetra-

hedral till ,  ten compounds of known crystal structure. The spectra, presented 

for octahe .1 compounds, show a pronounced absorption maximum, called white 

line, when • for the tetrahedrally coordinated tungsten compounds, in addition 

to the inten:,- narrow absorption maximum, a small peak around 15 eV is ob-

served on the •igher energy side of the absorption edge. 

The outer electronic configuration of tungsten is 5d 4 6s2 6p°  and for W 2+, W3+, 

W4 +, W 5+ and W G-1-  ions, the number of 5d electrons is 4, 3, 2, 1 and 0 respec-

tively, i.e. the .r.id band is partially filled in the case of divalent, trivalent, tetrava-

lent and pentavalent compounds, while it is completely empty in the hexava.lent 

compounds. The main absorption peak observed in all these compounds can be 
• 
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assigned to the transition of 2p 3/ 2  electron to the essentially empty or completely 

empty 5d band. The weak peak on higher energy side in tetrahedral compounds 

may arise due to the transition of 2p 3/ 2  electron to empty high energy states of 

d or s symmetry. 

The tungsten compounds like W02C12, WOCI4, WO 2 Br2 , WC14 Py 2  having 

mixed ligands also show single absorption peak similar to those given in. Figs.3.1 

and 3.2. We have not given their spectra as we have not used these spectra of 

them in the discussion. 

We note two main differences between the Lm-edge spectra for octahedral 

and tetrahedral compounds : 

1. The main absorption maximum (white line) in the octahedral compounds 

is broader (width ti  8.5 eV) and it is relatively sharp (width — 5.5 eV) in 

the case of tetrahedrally coordinated compounds. 

2. Appearence of weak peak on the high energy side of the main absorption 

maximum is a typical feature characterizing tetrahedral symmetry. Such 

spectral feature is absent in the octahedral compounds. 

On the basis of the above spectral features associated with L ill-absorption 

spectra of tungsten compounds, one can distinguish between the tetrahedrally 

and octabedrally tungsten ions in the tungsten compounds wherein it is dif-

ficult to extract information on metal site symmetry in complex systems. In 

tungsten oxide bronzes and in the alumina and titania supported tungsten oxide 

catalysts, one can use these spectral features to extract structural information. 

Before doing this, it would be appropriate to first determine the coordination 

geometry of tungsten ion in well characterised biocomplex of tungsten namely, 

Bis(µ — oxo)( iu — N, N' — (R) — propylenediaminetetraaceto)bis(oxotungstate(V)). 

Its formula is C111114N2012BaW 2 .6H20. 

The Lm-absorption spectra of biocomplex is shown in Fig.3.4. The overall 

profile of the biocomplex is very similar to the L 111  spectra of tungsten in their 

compounds like W0 3 , NiW04 , K[W02(C204)].xH20, and other octabedrally co-

ordinated tungsten compounds, thereby suggesting octahedral environment of 

ligands around the central tungsten ions. From a more careful examination of 
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intensity and energy of the peak in the La-edge region, it is found that these 

two quantities are very close to those of K[W02(C204)]AH20. However, they 

are slightly different from those observed for octahedrally coordinated tungsten 

compounds. This seems to suggest that the octahedron of ligands around the 

tungsten ion is relatively distorted. This sort of distortion can be studied in 

detail if we analyze the EXAFS spectrum associated with the L iu-edge. These 

observations clearly indicate that the pentavalent tungsten ion in this biocom-

plex has distorted octahedral coordination. Our conclusion in this respect is in 

good agreement with that derived from X-ray crystallographic studies by Ikari et 

al [12]. 

After having confirmed the metal site symmetry in a well characterized bio-

complex of tungsten, we are now in a position to determine the valence and site 

symmetry of tungsten ions in the rare-earth tungsten oxide bronzes. The X-ray 

Lm-edge absorption spectra for all the tungsten oxide bronzes namely, La0 A W03, 

Eu0 . 1 W03 , Sm0AW03, Na0.15W03 and In 0 . 21 W0 3  are shown in Fig.3.4. The ab-

sorption maxima in all these bronzes are slightly broadened. In these spectra, 

the white lines (or pronounced broadened absorption maxima) are very similar 

to that in the tungsten compounds having hexavalent tungsten ions in octahedral 

configuration as shown in Figs.3.1 and 3.2. This leads us to infer that octahe-

drally coordinated hexavalent tungsten ions are present in these oxide bronzes of 

tungsten. 

Our findings that the tungsten ions are in 6+ oxidation state in the bronzes 

are supported by the magnetic susceptibility measurements on rare-earth tung-

sten bronzes by Ostertag [13], by Shipunova et al [14] on their investigations on 

electrical properties of rare-earth tungstates and by Bialkowska et al [1.5] on their 

studies on ESR and Mossbauer spectroscopic investigation on cubic bronzes of 

the type Ln„W0 3 . 

The Lm-absorption spectra for 4%, 8% and 1.2% W0 3 /Al 2 03  samples calcined 

at 500°C are shown in Fig.3.5. It can be seen that there is a slight decrease in the 

width of the white line as compared to the widths of W0 3 , W03 .H 2O and other 

octahedral compounds but the width is larger than that observed for tetrahedral 

compounds and there is no change in the Lin-edge position also. Moreover for 
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all the samples, the spectra are almost identical. The slight change of width 

suggests that there may be formation of species containing a little proportion of 

groups other than W0 6 , or perhaps W0 4-like groups. Although. the X-ray edge 

energy measured for catalysts is close to the values measured for Al.2(W04) 3 , 

Fe2 (W04 )3 , CaWO 4 , the occurence of this species cannot be based unambiguosly 

on edge energy alone. It is evident from the position of the edges, however, that 

the tungsten is present in the 6+ oxidation state. Formation of Al 2 (W04 ) 3  on 

catalyst surface is ruled out as the white lines are broader for catalysts than that 

for Al2(W04) 3 . 

The degree of metal-support interaction present in supported heterogeneous 

catalysts can be effectively estimated by comparing the reduction properties of 

the supported species with the corresponding bulk metal oxides. The W Lm-

edge spectra of catalysts containing 4-12% W0 3/Al 203  are shown in Fig.3.6 after 

reduction for 12 hours at 500°C in flowing H2 gas. It is apparent from the spectra, 

shown that the tungsten species has not been reduced to any detectable extent 

in the composition range of catalysts studied. If at all there is any reduction, it 

may be occuring in the high concentration of WO 3  on the surface. We have not 

carried out such studies on high loading percentages of WO 3  on y — Al 2 03 . 

The Lm-edge absorption spectra for 4% to 8% W0 3 /TiO 2  catalytic samples 

calcined at 500°C are shown in Fig.3.7. These spectra show similarity with the 

spectra of W0 3 , W03 .11 2 0 and other such compounds. A very little change in 

intensity is observed. Intensity in this case is slightly higher than those observed 

for W0 3 .14 2 0, WO3  and other octahedral compounds and width is slightly less. 

• This indicates that the W 6+ ions have mainly octahedral. symmetry and very little 

tetrahedral symmetry. Even if WO3  content increases no appreciable change is 

observed. 

In the calcin.ed Ni/W/y — Al 2 03  catalyst containing 20% W and 5% Ni,  Lnt

-edge peak and the profile position are close to those observed in. W6+ compounds 

having octahedral coordination. On reduction in H2 at 500°C for 2 hrs and at 

550°C for 6 hrs, there is no appreciable change in the profile. This suggests that 

the species formed on the surface may be a very stable interaction complex of 

tungsten. 
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3.4 Tungsten LI-edge spectra 

In Figs.3.8 and 9 are presented the normalized L i-absorption spectra of model 

tungsten compounds. 

In the Li-absorption edge region of these compounds, one typically observes a 

series of discrete spectral peaks (due to transition of the 2s electron to unoccupied 

molecular orbitals of metal character) superimposed upon a steeply rising absorp-

tion trend (due to transitions of the 2s electron to the continuum levels) [1.1]. The 

shape of the edge which is determined by the relative intensities and width of these 

low-lying "bound-state" transitions, contains information about the geometry of 

the metal complex and nature of ligands present. Thus octahedral compounds of 

tungsten (Fig.3.8 and 3.9) have broad 2s 6p, 2s ---> 6s and weak 2s 5d tran-

sitions [16]. On the other hand, complexes with tetrahedral geometry (Fig.3.10) 

have strongly enhanced 2s —> 5d transitions, because of mixing of 5d, 6s and 6p 

character in the excited state orbitals [16, 17]. 

Now in the foregoing discussion, we will restrict our attention to the hex-

avalent tungsten compounds having W-0 bonds since the bronzes and catalytic 

compounds contain oxygen as bonding ligand of the hexavalent tungsten ion. 

As mentioned above the intensity of the pre-edge feature is determined pri-

marily by the site-symmetry of the metal ion[16-22]. According to Kutzl.er et 

a1 [23] when the'ligand environment of the metal ion has octahedral symmetry, 

then the metal component of the upper state has d-character only. Since the ini-

tial state 2s has a gerade symmetry with respect to the centre of inversion of the 

octahedron, transition from 2s core level 1;o 5d level is strictly dipole forbidden as 

it is in NiWO4  and WI2 , which contain regular octahedral WO 6  and WI 6  units 

having a centre of inversion. At the most a very weak quadrupole-allowed tran-

sition may be observed in this case. However, when the symmetry of the ligan.ds 

is lowered from Oh; inversion centre is broken. The pre-edge absorption becomes 

dipole allowed due to a combination of such stronger 5d —> 6p mixing and overlap 

of the metal 5d orbital with the 2p orbital of the ligan.d. In our case a well-

defined, fairly intense pre-edge feature is observed as in CaW0 4 , Eu 2 (W0 4 ) 3  and 

Fe2 (W04 )3 , where the WO 4  groups have regular tetrahedral symmetry. Sharp 
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pre-edge features are also observed in the other tetrahedral tungsten compounds. 

Bair and Goddard [24] have carried out ab initio self-consistent field calcula-

tions on the excited states of the CuC1 2  molecule involving excitations of the Cu 

is orbital into bound valence and unbound virtual orbitals. These authors have 

calculated both the absolute excitation energies and the transition strengths, and 

considered the presence of a fully relaxed core hole, in their theoretical method 

based on a multielectron model utilizing a Hartree-Focks configuration-interaction 

approach. They have found that the weak pre-edge peak is indeed due to a. tran-

sition to a partially unoccupied orbital of a primarily metal 3d character, in 

agreement with the above discussion. The main absorption peak at 8993 eV is 

assigned as a transition to the orbitals that are primarily of a metal 4p char-

acter (is -4 4p z ) again in agreement with some of the above studies. However, 

the shoulder (the lower energy feature at 8986 eV) is not assigned to any single-

electron transition. The is —Y 4s monopole transition strength is found to be 

far too weak to be observed and appears at the wrong energy to fit the shoul-

der peak data. Rather, this feature is reassigned by these authors to a. "shake 

down" satellite transition involving a Cu is —+ 4p z  transition simultaneous with 

ligand-to-metal charge transfer. 

A similar interpretation has recently been proposed[22,24]- for the polarised 

spectra of CuC1 2 .2H20 and (creat) 2 CuC1 2 . Satellite peaks, which are pronounced 

in inner-shell XPS studies of many transition-metal complexes[27-31], are pre-

dicted to be significantly reduced in intensity in X-ray absorption edge studies 

due to the shielding of the valence electrons when the photoelectron is in the low-

energy threshold region. A previous study [32] comparing the XPS and X.-ray 

absorption spectra of FeC1 2 , MnC1 2  and CoC1 2  found low intensity satellites to 

the high energy side of the principal absorption maxima at energies correspond-

ing to those expected on the basis of the prominent satellites splittings found in 

XPS. 

Any distortion of a regular octahedral environment will also remove the center 

of inversion and a pre-edge feature will be observed in this case as well, although 

it is usually broader and less intense than the pre-edge feature for compounds 

having metal ion in tetrahedral symmetry. As reported in literature, it is observed 
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in the case of I{-edge spectra of vanadium compounds studied by Wong et al [33] 

in V2 03 , V2 07  and V2 04  with distorted octahedra VO 6  groups and in V 205  with 

distorted square-pyramidal VO 5  groups. 

The pre-edge feature for W0 3  and the other compounds shown in Figs.3.7- 

3.8, where the W0 6  group has a distorted octahedral environment, is weak and 

is observed only as a shoulder on the rising absorption discontinuity. A similar 

explanation also does apply to the tungsten compounds having mixed ligands. 

For example, in WO2C12 (the spectrum is not given), wherein the metal ion is 

ligated to four oxygen and two chlorine atoms forming a distorted octahedral 

coordination. 

Thus, we see that without going for the complicated methods of band struc-

ture calculations or other methods based on geometrical structure calculations, 

the fine structure of an absorption spectrum can be utilized as "fingerprint" for 

determining the changes in the local arrangement of the neighbouring atoms 

around the absorbing metal ion, in comparison with model compounds having 

well defined crystal structures. 

In order to determine the metal-site symmetry in rare-earth tungsten oxide 

bronzes and the alumina and titania supported tungsten oxide catalysts, we have 

made comparison of the edge spectra of these materials with those of model 

compounds of tungsten as is done in the case of Lur edge spectra above. 

As a test of applicability of our method, we first determine the metal site 

symmetry of tungsten metal ion in (NH4) 6H2W12040.5H20, wherein the crystal 

structure is well known [1]. The spectrum of this compound (Fig.3.8) compares 

very well with those of octahedrally coordinated tungsten compounds, thereby 

lending us confidence to our method of determining the metal site symmetry in 

tungsten compounds. 

In Fig.3.11 are shown the Li-edge spectra of La o j  W03 , Smog  W0 3 , Eu o J W03 , 

Na0d5W03 , In0.21W03 and in Fig.3.1.2 and 3.13, the spectra of calcined and re-

duced W03/Ti0 2  and in Fig.3.14 the spectra of calcined W0 3/Al 203  and calcined 

and reduced Ni —W/Al 203  catalysts. We now compare the absorption. features of 

these spectra with those of the model compounds for determining ligand coordina-

tion around tungsten ions in these complex oxides. The absorption-edge profiles 
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of Li-edges in bronzes are similar to the profiles in the model compounds pre-

sented in Fig.3.8, indicating thereby the presence of WO 6  group. The pre-edge 

feature in the catalyst samples shows similarity with those of octahedral com-

pounds. However, there is slight decrease in the width of the edge. This seems 

to suggest us that the surface species on catalytic samples may have W06-type 

species with small percentage of WO 4  groups. In case of reduced Ni — W/Al 2 03 

 catalysts, no change of absorption profile or peak position is observed. This leads 

us to infer that there may be a formation of stable interaction complex on the 

surface of the catalyst. 

In order to get a rough idea about the extent of WO 4  groups which are formed 

on the surface of the catalysts, a deconvolution of the tungsten L i-edge spectrum 

into three Lorentzians and an arctangent function was carried out using a com-

puter program developed in this laboratory on the basis of algoriothm proposed 

by Rosenbrock [34, 35]. In literature, such deconvolutions of absorption edges 

have been carried out by Breiniget al [36], Breinig [37], Cramer and Hodgson [38] 

and Chiu et al [39] in the transition metal compounds. 

The results of such analysis of the edge spectra in two representative model 

compounds, CaWO 4  and NiWO4 , wherein the tungsten ions have tetrahedral and 

octahedral coordinations respectively are presented in Figs.3.15 and 3.1.6. The 

areas in these compounds corresponding to 2s-45d (pre-edge) were computed by 

integration of the corresponding Lorentzians using Simpsons rule. The numerical 

values of these areas are found to be ti  47.10 units for CaWO 4  and 33.30 units 

for NiWO 4 . 

Y. 	 Similar analysis in one of the representative catalysts, 8% W0 3 /TiO 2  was 

performed and the estimated area found is )s) 36.24 units (See Fig.3.17). This 

value, corresponding approximately to the integrated intensity of the pre-edge, 

although lies between those for CaWO 4  and NiWO4 , is very close to that of 

NiWO4 . This crude estimate also confirms our finding that the catalyst surface 

contains species having more WO 6  than WO 4  groups, the percentage of W04 

groups being , 10%. 
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Experimental : 

Simulated : — 

it 

Energy (eV) 

Fig. 3.15: 14  absorption edge of CaW0 4  showing deconvolution of the edge fea-

tures by curve fitting with three Lorentzians and an arctangent function. 
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Experimental : 

Simulated : — 

p 

Energy (eV) 

Fig. 3.16: L I  absorption edge of NiWO 4  showing deconvolution. of the edge fea-

tures by curve fitting with three Lorentzians and an arctangent function. 
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Experimental : 

Simulated : — 

Energy (eV) 

Fig. 3.17: LI absorption edge of 8% W0 3 /Ti0 2  showing deconvolution of the 

edge features by curve fitting with three Lorentzians and an arctangent function. 
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3.5 Molecular-orbital approach and W L-edge 

structure 

The assignments 2s -4 5d, 2s -4 6s and 2p -4 6p although useful in a qualitative 

sense, are unsatisfactory in one respect. They are based on an atomic model 

for the available orbitals that does not take into account the covalent bonding. 

Clearly, the final orbitals for the lower energy transitions cannot be of pure d 

or s character, since the angular momentum selection rules forbid 2s 	nd or 

2s 	(n + 1)s transitions. In Ref. [16] Sh.ulman et al have claimed that vibronic 

mixing of s, p and d character makes the low energy transitions allowed. However, 

in many complexes, covalent interactions between metal and ligands could also 

cause such mixing, in which case a molecular orbital (MO) description of the 

electronic transition.s would be more desirable [4.0]. 

It is well known [22, 41] that the fine structure within about 20 to 25 eV of 

an absorption edge in a compound is characteristic of chemical bonding. Lit-

erature survey shows that the molecular orbital theory has been successfully 

employed by many workers to explain fine structure observed in the absorption. 

edges of compounds. Fischer [42, 43], Sarode and Pendharkars [44], Pendharkar 

and Mande [45], Obashi [46, 47], Chetal and coworkers[48-50] and Rao et al [51] 

have assigned the fine structure peaks to the transition of core electron to the 

vacant molecular orbital levels of appropriate symmetry formed from interaction. 

of ligands with central metal atoms. With the help of this model it will be pos-

sible for us to understand the variation in the intensities of the pre-edge feature 

by invoking electronic transitions to empty molecular orbitals formed from linear 

combination of atomic orbitals of tungsten and ligands. 

A qualitative molecular orbital diagram for octahedral compounds like W0 3 , 

NiWO4 , W0 2 , ZnWO4 , etc., adapted from the book of Ballhausen and Gray [52] is 

shown Fig.3.18. This diagram takes into account the interactions of the metal 5d, 

6s and 6p orbitals and the 2s and 2p(o', 7r) orbitals of the liganding oxygen. In this 

figure, solid, half open, and fully open circles represent electron pairs, unpaired 

electrons and fully vacant states respectively. In the octahedral group, W06, 
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the tungsten atom contributes six electrons (5d 4 ,6s2 ) arid six oxygen ligands 

contribute 36 electrons (2s 2 2p4 ) to the formation of molecular orbitals. The 

(W06)6-  ion has six more electrons because of its negative charge. Therefore 

the total number of electrons of WO 6  group contributed to the formation of 

the molecular orbitals is 48. After distributing all these electrons in the various 

molecular orbitals as shown in Fig.3.18, one finds that the orbitals below 2t 2g 

 are completely filled. The higher energy orbitals 2t2g , 3eg , 3aig  and 4t 1 , are 

completely vacant. The antibonding orbitals 2t 2g  and 3eg  have d symmetry, 

whereas the orbital 3a ig  has s symmetry and the outermost empty antibonding 

4t 1 „ level has p symmetry. 

In the 3d transition metal compounds (e.g. Na 2 Cr04 ) and 5d transition metal 

complexes like Cs 2 (ReCl 6), wherein transition metal ions are octahedrally coor-

dinated to different ligands, the d orbital splitting is of the order of 4 eV [53, 54]. 

It is difficult to see two transitions from 2s core level to 3e g  and 2t 2g  levels as 

the resolution of our spectrometer is r- 4 eV and instrumental broadening is not 

subtracted from the reported spectra in. Figs.3.1-7. Moreover, the initial core 

levels have finite widths. Therefore, the pre-edge peak in Fig.3.1 to 3.7 can now 

be attributed to the transitions of the 2s electrons of the L i -shell to the vacant 

(2t 2g , 3eg ) molecular orbital levels. The shoulder-like maximum and main ab-

sorption maxima can be assigned to the transitions 2s --4 3a4  and 2s 4th, 

respectively. 

It may be noted that the 2s 	(2t2g ,3eg) and 2s 	3a ig  transitions are 

dipole forbidden. However, as can be clearly seen from the molecular orbital 

picture shown in Fig.3.18, some amount of p character from oxygen orbitals 

mixes up with the metallic orbital to form these molecular orbitals, making these 

two electronic transitions allowed. If the liganding atom is nitrogen, chlorine or 

sulphur instead of oxygen, the same molecular orbital picture is valid only with 

a change in orbitals of ligands. Furthermore, in some compounds of tungsten 

having mixed ligands comprising halogen and oxygen atoms (for ex. W02C12, 

WO 2 Br2 , WOC14 ), the molecular orbital picture is quite complicated. No such 

MO level diagrams are available in literature for mixed ligands linked to the metal 

atoms. Therefore, it is difficult to interpret the edge structure in such compounds 
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on the basis of MO picture. 

The Liiredge structure in octahedrally coordinated tungsten compounds can 

be interpreted on the basis of MO theory in a manner similar to the Li-edge 

structure discussed above. The only prominent maximum observed in Fig.3.1 -

3.7, can be assigned to dipole allowed transition of 2p electron to the vacant 

(2t2g , 3eg) levels. We have not observed any pre-edge feature or shoulder on low 

energy side of this maximum and also any kink or peak-like structure within 

25 eV on high energy side of the edge. Therefore, in Lin-edge structure, no 

electron transitions can be assigned to the empty antibonding orbitals 3a lg  and 

4t iu . 

For tungsten compounds like CaWO 4 , Eu 2 (W04 ) 3 , Fe2 (W04 ) 3 , wherein the 

tungsten ion is tetrahedrally bonded to the oxygen ligands, the molecular orbital 

picture is shown in Fig.3.19. This MO diagram is adopted from the Ref [52]. 

It takes into account the interaction of metal 5d, 6s and 6p orbitals and 2s and 

2p(o-, 7r) orbitals of oxygen. ligands. The tungsten atom contributes 6 electrons 

and four oxygen atoms contribute 24 electrons to the formation of molecular 

orbitals. Taking into consideration the charge on the [WW 2-  ion, the total 

number of electrons is 32. After distributing these electrons in various molecular 

orbitals of WO 4  ion as shown in Fig.3.19, one finds that the orbitals below 2e are 

completely filled and the antibonding orbitals 2e, 4t 2 , 3a 1  and 5t2  are completely 

vacant. The 2e molecular orbital is formed from 5d metal orbital and 2p(7) orbital 

of oxygen atom. The antibonding orbitals 4t 2  have d+p admixture of metal 

character and s p(cr, r) admixture of ligand. The 3a 1  orbital has s character of 

metal and s and p(7r) characters of ligand, whereas orbital 5t 2  has d-l-p character 

of metal and s p(o-,7r) of ligand. Hence the electrons from the L111  level can 

go, in the X-ray absorption process, to (2e, 4t 2 ) level without violating the dipole 

selection rules. The pre-edge peak observed in Li-edge can be interpreted as 

resulting from the electronic transition 2s (2e,4t 2 ), since the 3d level splitting 

is very small as mentioned earlier. The shoulder peak and the main absorption 

peak in the Li-edge spectra can be assigned to the transition of the 2s electron 

to the 3a 1  and 5t2  molecular orbitals respectively. 

It may be noted here that the relative intensity of pre-edge peak in Li-edge 
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spectra corresponding to 2s 	5d transition in tetrahedrally coordinated tung- 

sten ions is relatively very large as compared to that of tungsten compounds 

wherein the tungsten ions are octahedrally coordinated. The reason is obvious, 

if we compare the transitions of 2s electron to (2t 2g ,3eg) and (2e,4t 2 ) levels in 

the octahedral and tetrahedral compounds respectively. The level 2t 2g  or 3eg  has 

little p(u, 7r) contribution from oxygen and hence the intensity of 2s (2t 2g , 3eg ) 

transition is very small in octahedral compounds. However, the level (2e,4t 2 ) has 

a relatively large amount of p contribution from metal as well as p(o -,7r) contribu-

tion from ligand. It means that the (2e, 4t 2 ) molecular orbital level has more p-

contribution and the pre-edge peak corresponding to the transition 2s (2e, 4t 2 ) 

is more intense.. This is the reason why many workers [9,19,23,33,55] have ob-

served a very intense pre-edge transition in vanadium, chromium and manganese 

compounds. 

It may be interesting to mention here that Walter and Butler [56] have stud-

ied the electronic structure of the vanadium and tungsten complexes by recording 

their absorption spectra derived from excitation spectra and emission spectra of 

unactivated yttrium vanadate and calcium tungstate. These authors have car-

ried out a. series of semiempirical LCAO-MO calculations on these compleses and 

have interpreted the absorption and emission spectra based on these calculations. 

In their results decomposition of absorption spectra. into Gaussian components 

indicate the presence of an complex array of separate energy levels in these com-

pounds. In the semiempirical MO calculations, these authors found the energy 

separations between 4t 2  and 2e, 4t 2  and 5t 2 , and 5t 2  and 3a1  to be 2.07, 14.8 and 

7.23 eV respectively for CaWO4. 

In the compounds of tungsten studied by us, no splitting of pre-edge feature 

is observed. This may perhaps be due to the limited resolving power of our 

spectrometer and other factors mentioned above. However, since the differences 

in energies between pre-edge and shoulder and the shoulder and main absorption 

peak are more than 10 eV, we can safely compare the energy differences between 

these peaks corresponding to transitions of core electrons to 5t 2  and 3a1  energy 

levels. In all tetrahedrally coordinated compounds, the differences in energy 

between pre-edge and shoulder peak is of the order of 14 eV. This difference in 
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energy is in good agreement with the value of 14.8 eV reported by Walter and 

Butler [56]. 

The energy difference between the shoulder peak and main absorption peak 

for tetrahedrally coordinated W compounds is " 20 eV. This difference seems 

to be very large as compared to the experimental value of 7 eV given by Walter 

and Butler. The reason for this discrepancy in the value of energy could he due 

either the widths of the core level, (which is of the order of few eV) or the broad 

main absorption peak believed to be consisting of two absorption maxima. In 

fact, if we carefully examine the L i-spectrum of CaWO 4 , we find there is indeed 

a peak between shoulder and main absorption peak. If we decompose this peak 

into Lorentzians, the separation is around 9 eV. Considering the uncertainties and 

other factors, this difference is close to the one reported by Walter and Butler [56]. 

We can interpret, in similar manner, the Lm-edge structure in the tetrahe-

drally coordinated tungsten compounds. The only prominent maximum observed 

in the tetrahedrally coordinated tungsten compounds in Fig.3.3, can be assigned 

to dipole allowed transition of 2p electron to the vacant (2e, 4t 2 ) levels. The 

other absorption peak on the higher energy side of the main absorption is quite 

far from it and cannot be explained on the basis of molecular orbital diagram. 

Vishnoi and Vishnoi et al [57, 58] have carried out work on L-absorption dis-

continuity in tungsten compounds and observed a strong white line accompanied 

by two weak peaks on the high energy side of the LH and Lm discontinuities 

in tungstates of composition M2(W0 4 ) 3 , where M = La, Ce, Nd, Sm, Gd and 

Dy. In the Lll and Lm-absorption edge profiles (Figs.V.6 and V.7 of Ref. [57]) a 

weak feature on the high energy side of pronounced absorption maxima seen in 

WO3  and Sm2(W0 4 )3 is not observed by us. In the case of metal, no such weak 

feature is seen in Liu-spectra but in Lm-spectra reported by these authors clearly 

show a small kink after white line. In Lm-edge profile of tungsten in metal and 

tungstates (Fig.3.1-3.3) examined by us, no such weak features are observed. In 

some cases, a broad hump is noticed. It may be mentioned here that Bearden , 

and Snyder [59] and Horsley et al [60] reported L m-spectra similar to those given 

in Fig.3.1 - 3.3 recorded by us. 

In the case of Li-edge profiles reported by Vishnoi (Fig.V.4 in Ref. [57]), the 
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discontinuity splits into two components in W and WO 3  whereas in tungstates, 

in particular, Sm 2 (W0 4 )3  there are three components observed. In our spectra, 

Li-edge in W also show splitting into two components, however in WO 3  and other 

compounds, three distinct features are observed, intensity of which differ from 

compound to compound. The shoulder and main absorption peak (c and d in 

Vishnoi's case), have large intensity difference, whereas in Horsley et al [60] and 

in our case also, these features have almost the same intensities. It may be noted 

that we have recorded these spectra on computer controlled X-ray spectrometer 

with electronic counting technique, whiCh gives fairly accurate spectra, compara-

ble with those reported by Horsley et al [60] using two-crystal. X-ray spectrometer 

and synchrotron radiation. It will also be recalled that the standard procedures 

for background subtraction, normalization and calibration have been used by us. 

Full width at half maximum (FWHM) at L1 1  and LIE-edges have been de-

termined by Vishnoi in tungsten metal, WO 3  and rare-earth tungstates to get 

information on chemical environment of tungsten ion and the density of states for 

5d band. The author has used qualitative MO energy level diagram to account for 

the various spectral features observed in the spectra. The four peaks in Lm-edge 

spectra in Gd 2 (WO4 ) 3  [57] are attributed to the transition of 2p3/2  electron to 

the 2e, 4t 2 , 5t 2  and 3a, 1  molecular orbitals and the crystal field splitting between 

2e and 4t 2  levels is determined. Its value is found to be 7.6 eV. It may be noted 

above that the lODq value obtained from the study of excitation and emission 

spectra as well as from semiempirical. LCAO MO calculations by Walter and But-

ler [56] for (W04) 2-  is ti  2.01 eV. So there is a large difference between the value 

of 10Dq determined by Vishnoi et al and that obtained by Walter and Butler. 

The 2.01 eV separation between 2e and 4t 2 , being small, cannot be obtained from 

a spectra for which resolution is of the order of 8 eV in the region of Litredge. 

Moreover, by taking into account the widths of LH and Lin as well as broadening 

due to finite window of the spectrometer and experimental conditions, it is very 

difficult to get 2 eV separation between two spectral features in the L1 1  and Lm 

spectra. So the electronic transitions assigned by these authors could have been 

similar to those assigned by us. 

We feel that one cannot attribute a peak lying at 40 eV from the inflection 
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point to the transition of core electrons to vacant MO level because, if we scan 

the literature [9, 10, 51, 55] on. MO approach and. XANES, the fine structure of 

the edge, is generally believed to be due to the vacant, MO levels within 20 eV 

from the ground state level (2e in the case of tetrahedral complexes). 

Finally it may be interesting to mention here the results of work done on 

these catalysts using different experimental techniques. Salvati et al [61] have 

carried out the detailed investigation on tungsten-alumina catalysts using X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy. These authors have studied the catalysts having the 

wt% of WO 3  in the range 1 to 48. From their ESCA spectra, it is observed that the 

binding energy position of W 4f 71 2  line remains almost constant for all catalysts, 

the value of binding energy position being rs ,  36.0 eV. This value is close to that 

measured for Al2(W0 4 ) 3 , indicating thereby the presence of hexavalent tungsten 

species on the surface of the catalysts. However, these authors commented that 

the surface species formed is different from Al2(W04) 3 . 

These authors have also investigated the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) 

of the tungsten 4f doublet and found that the fwhm decreases as WO 3  loading 

increases. From the plot of Al 2p fwhm vs. the WO 3  metal loading, they ruled 

out the possibility of formation of multiple species or the existence of a charge 

transfer between the metal and the support as the origin of this broadening. 

These authors plotted experimentally determined W 4f / Al 2p intensity ratio 

as a function of the bulk atomic W/A1 ratio. In this plot a break in the curve 

occurs at a bulk atomic ratio of ti  0.069 - 0.094 ( 24 - 30 % WO 3  ). According to 

them, this point is particularly significant as it is consistent with the maximum 

theoretical coverage of -y — Al 203  by WO3 . It may he noted that in the case of 

M.o03 /A1. 2 03  catalysts studied by Zingg et al [62], their plot is linear for the entire 

range of bulk atomic Mo/AI ratios. This can be explained by the fact that in 

Mo03 /Al2 03  catalysts, Al2(Mo0 4 ) 3  is formed at metal loadings near monolayer 

coverage ( 15 - 20 % MoO 3  ), whereas no Al 2 (W04 ) 3  formation. occurred in 

W03 /Al2 03  catalysts. 

In the reduced W0 3 /Al2 03  catalysts, for 4 % and 12 % samples, it is observed 

from the W4f spectra that the tungsten species has not been reduced to any 

detectable extent. In their spectra, the first evidence of reduction is apparent 
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from the formation of a small shoulder on the low-binding energy side of W 4f 

spectra and for metal loading above '30%. The shoulder at ti  31.0 eV found in 

the spectra closely matches with the 4f binding energy of metallic tungsten. XPS 

spectra of 20, 40 and 48 % samples show that the intensity of this W° like species 

increases almost linearly as the metal loading is raised. 

Detailed investigations on W0 3 /Al2 03  catalysts have been carried out by 

these authors [61] using Raman Spectroscopy. The authors have given Raman 

spectra of representative catalysts, namely 10, 15, 24 and 32 wt % of WO 3  loading. 

Below 15 % loading, two major bands at 973 and 333 cm -1  are observed. By 

comparing these features with those of model tungsten oxides, it is suggested that 

the surface consists of a tetrahedrally coordinated W0 24-  species. According to 

the scheme suggested by Thomas et al [63], these catalysts bands can be assigned 

respectively as W---=-0 stretching mode (973 cm') and a W=0 bending mode (333 

cm-1 ). In the spectra of catalysts, both these modes are shifted proportionally 

4%) to a higher frequency which can be attributed to the presence of a strong 

metal-support interaction. 

At loading of ti  15% W03 , several additional bands begins to appear in the 

Raman spectra. These bands become better defined with increasing tungsten 

concentrations. The frequencies of these new bands were found comparable with 

the major Raman bands of W0 3 . However, a close comparison to the catalyst 

spectra with that of WO 3  indicated that there are also some major differences 

in these spectra. The differences were mainly in the lattice band region (1 . 00 

- 400 cm') which reflects the crystallinity of the sample. Differences in this 

region of the spectra suggest that the supported tungsten species are present in 

a dispersed state and show little crystallinity. It has also been shown that the 

degree of WO3  crystallinity increases as the catalyst loading is raised. This is 

evident from the increased intensity and structure of the lattice bands for catalyst 

having 32 wt % loading relative to that with 24 wt % loading. Catalyst with 48 

wt % loading exhibits even more structure in the lattice band region. These 

authors also have not observed presence of a band at 1046 cm -1  in any of the 

spectra for catalysts indicating thereby the absence of formation of Al (WO 1 --2 \  - -4,3 

on the surface of the catalyst to any measurable extent. Thus considering the 
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results of these investigations and the results of our work, we conclude that the 

species formed on the surface of W0 3/Al 203  caalysts is not Al2(W0 4 )3 but it 

may be some interaction complex of W0 3  and Al203. 
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Chapter 4 

Chemical Shift of the L111 Absorption 
Discontinuity of Tungsten 

-ir 

• 



4.1 Results and Discussion 

In Figs.3.1 to 3.2 are shown the X-ray L 1N-absorption edge profiles of tungsten 

in some of its typical compounds. In Fig.3.3 are given the W L IN-edge spectra 

in lanthanum, samarium, europium, sodium and indium tungsten oxide bronzes 

and a biocomplex of tungsten and in Figs.3.4 to 3.6 are shown the Lin spectra 

of tungsten in alumina and titania supported tungsten oxide catalysts and Ni —

W/'y — Al 2 03 . These spectra have been recorded at room temperature on a 

Rigaku X-ray spectrometer equipped with Si (220) monochromator. 

The energy of an X-ray absorption edge is generally measured [1] at its inflec-

tion point. The shape of the L iu-absorption discontinuity of tungsten is found to 

be fairly simple in pure tungsten metal as well as in all the compounds studied. 

No splitting of the edge has been observed. The results of the measurement of 

energies of tungsten LIN discontinuity in the pure tungsten metal, in the com-

pounds, bronzes and oxide catalysts are presented in Table 4.1. In all the cases, 

the inflection point, which corresponds to the electronic transition 2p -+ 5d has 

been used to determine the energy position of the discontinuity in order to main-

tain uniformity in the measurements. Because of the small values of the chemical 

shifts observed in some compounds (e.g. WI 2 , WS 2 , WSe2 , K3 W2 C19 , etc.), to 

obtain reliable results, the measurements are made on a large number of profiles 

obtained from several spectra recorded for each absorber. Our value of energy 

of the LIN-edge of pure tungsten metal agrees fairly well with that given by 

Cauchois and Senemaud, Vaughan and also with that adopted by Bearden[2-4] 

within experimental error. The slight differences m.ay be probably be ascribed 

to the different reference lines used and other experimental conditions. It is pre-

sumed that the values of chemical shifts obtained by us will not be affected by 

the choice of reference lines, since for the energy measurements of the LIN edges 

in the compounds studied the same reference lines were used. 

The results of tungsten LIN-absorption edge measurements given in Table 4.1 

show that the LII I-absorption discontinuity of tungsten shifts towards the high 

energy side relative to the position of the discontinuity in the pure tungsten 

metal in all the compounds investigated. It also shows that the magnitude of 
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the chemical shift lies in the range 0.30 - 6.40 eV. It is found to be maximum 

in the case of hexavalent tungsten compounds and minimum for WSe 2 . The 

uncertainties in the measurements were found to be within +0.5 eV. Since similar 

results are obtained on L 11-absorption edge measurements, the values of chemical 

shifts in the compounds are not included in Table 4.1. 

Since the profiles of Lredge of tungsten in all these compounds are quite 

complicated (see Figs.3.7 to 3.12), the measurements on chemical shifts were not 

carried out. 

4.2 Chemical Shift and Valence of Metal Ion 

Chemical shift in X-ray absorption spectra is defined as the energy shift of the 

inflection point position on the absorption edge of a metal ion in a compound, 

complex, or catalysts relative to the edge position in pure metal, i.e. 

AE = E(compound) — E(metal) 
	

(4.1) 

where E refers to the energy of the inflection point on the X-ray absorption edge. 

It arises due to the change in the local potential set up by the differences in 

charge distribution among the atom.s in a molecule [5, 6]. This local potential 

around the absorbing atom is the aggregate (superposition) of the atomic and 

molecular potentials - the former, the dominant one, being proportional to the 

charge on the atom and the later, the perturbing one, being set up by the charge 

distribution in the rest of the molecule. Normally an atom in a metal, when 

transformed into a positive ion in a compound, shows a positive shift due to : (i) 

the displacement of electronic charge from the cation towards the anion, thus in-

creasing the electrostatic potential felt by the inner electrons of the cations which 

increases the core electron binding energy and (ii) the screening by polarization. 

of the neighbouring anions in ionic compounds. 

The shift of the X-ray absorption edge due to chemical combination was first 

observed by Bergengren [7] and later by several others [8, 9]. In these investiga-

tions, it is found that the chemical shift depends primarily on the valence of the 

element in question. Kunzl [10] made a critical examination of the experimental 
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work concerning the displacements of the K - absorption discontinuities of atoms 

in different valence states. On the basis of his results, he proposed an empiri-

cal law, known as Kunzl's law, for the chemical shifts. This law states that the 

X-ray absorption edge shifts are proportional to the valence of the absorbing ion. 

It has later been shown [11, 12] that this law bolds good only qualitatively for 

cationic shifts in compounds. One observes either a positive or a negative shift, 

depending upon whether the absorbing ion is a cation or a anion. A critical exam-

ination of Table 4.1 shows that chemical shift does depend on the valence. Thus 

for K 3W2 CI 9  and WC16 , tungsten ions which are in +3 and +6 oxidation states 

respectively and have chlorine as ligating atom, show different chemical shifts. 

A similar trend is observed in W0 2 , K[W02(C 2 04 )].xH.20 and W0 3 , wherein 

tungsten ions have +4, +5 and +6 valence states and are bonded to oxygen 

neighbours. Sarode et al [13, 14] have studied the K-absorption edge-shifts in the 

first and second row transition metal compounds and have shown such variations. 

Wong et al [15] and Hodgson et al [16] have also observed such variations in the 

case of vanadium and molybdenum compounds. Recently Bhagatsingh [17] and 

others [18] have studied a similar variation of chemical shifts with oxidation states 

in the case of vanadium compounds. 

It is interesting to note that in some of the tungsten compounds, eg. WC1 6 , 

WOC14 , CaW04 , etc., though the tungsten ion is present in the same oxidation 

state and is bonded to different ligands, the magnitudes of the observed shifts are 

not the same. Similar trend is also seen in the other compounds of tungsten (Ta-

ble 4.1). It seems in such cases, nature of chemical bonding plays an important 

role. However, on the basis of our X-ray chemical shift data on tungsten com-

pounds, it is possible to modify the statement of Kunzl's law : "For chemically 

•similar compounds wherein variation in the valence of metal ion varies widely, the 

chemical shifts of absorption edges are governed by the valence of the absorbing 

ion under consideration". 

In order to establish the relation in a mathematical form, between. the chem.- 

ical shift and the formal oxidation state, we have plotted AE values versus Q in 

Fig.4.1. In this plot, we have also taken the data on WTe 2  and T13 W2 C1 9  from 

ref. [19]. The detailed regression analysis of the data show that instead of a linear 
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Fig. 4.1: Plot of chemical shift, AE (in eV) of L m-absorption edge against the 

oxidation state of tungsten ion, Q. 
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correlation suggested by Kunzl himself and presumed by others, a quadratic rela-

tion of the type, .6,E = AA+ A 2 Q 2 , where A l  and A2 are least-squares constants, 

is more probable, the standard error of estimates and correlation coefficient being 

1.140 and 0.833 respectively. 

Critical examination of these plots reveals that for the same oxidation state, 

there is a substantial variation in chemical shifts, wherein the data points lie on 

either side of the regression lines. This could perhaps, as mentioned earlier, be 

due to the nature of chemical bonding in the tungsten compounds. To elucidate 

this, the data points for tungsten compounds having oxygen as ligand have been 

plotted. The least-squares analysis of this data again suggests quadratic relation 

to be the most probable, although the linear and cubic relations also give equally 

good fits. However, based on the values of the correlation coefficients and the 

standard error of estimates, the linear and cubic fittings have been discarded and 

plot corresponding to quadratic equation for tungsten compounds having oxygen 

as the ligand is shown in Fig.4.2. 

It may be noted here that the AE versus Q curve (linear, quadratic. or cubic) is 

assumed to pass through the origin and that is why the relation suggested does not 

contain the constant term. This is because the energy values for the absorption 

edges in compounds are measured with reference to the energy position of the 

Lm-absorption discontinuity in the tungsten metal wherein there is no effective 

charge transfer from one atom to another. 

Having obtained the probable functional relationship for the Kunzl's law, it is 

possible to apply this law to the tungsten compounds, viz. bronzes and catalysts 

to ascertain the valence states of tungsten. However, before applying the present 

results to complex systems like bronzes and catalysts, it is necessary to test the 

applicability of this relationship' for the model compounds wherein the formal 

oxidation states are well established. Two such test compounds from present 

work have been chosen e.g., C 11 11 14 0 12 N2 BaW2 .6H2 0 and H3PW12040.51120 on 

which structural information is available [20, 21] 

The Lm-edge energy of biochemical complex, C111114012N2BaW2.6H20 is 

comparable with the edge energy of IK[W0 2 (C204 )].xH20 wherein the tungsten 

ion is in pentavalent state. This confirms the observation that the tungsten ions 
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in above biochemical complex are in a pentavalent state. The chemical shift of 

the W L111-edge  in H3PW12040.5H20 is found to be very close to that in tung-

sten. compounds in which tungsten ion is in hexavalent state. Hence it is observed 

that the predicted valence states from. X-ray absorption spectroscopy agrees with 

those calculated using standard techniques [20, 21]. This lends confidence to our 

ability to predict valence states in those tungsten compounds where it is not 

known. 

The chemical shifts of the W.Lm-edges in the tungsten oxide bronzes namely, 

Lathi  W03 , Eu0.1  W03 , Sm0A W03 , Na0 . 15 W03  and Ino . 2W03  are close to the 

model hexavalent tungsten compounds (refer Table 4.1). The calculated valence 

from the quadratic relation is close to six. This suggests the presence of W 6+ 

ion in all these complex oxides. Our findings that the tungsten ion is in hex-

avalent state in the tungsten bronzes studied by us have some support from the 

results of Bialkowska et al [22] on ESR. and Mossbauer spectroscopic study of 

cubic rare-earth tugsten oxide bronzes. 

W Lill-edge inflection point energies in the calcined and reduced alumina 

and calcined titania supported tungsten oxide catalytic samples and in calcined 

and reduced Ni/W/y — Al 2 03  samples, are near to those observed in model 

hexavalent compounds of tungsten and the estimated value of valence is nearly 

six, thereby indicating the presence of hexavalent tungsten ion in the species 

formed on surfaces of alumina and titania. The conclusion that the tungsten ions 

are present in hexavalent state in all these catalysts is in good agreement with 

those obtained by Hilbrig et al [23], Horsley et al [24], Salvati et al [25] and Ng 

et al [26]. 

On the basis of results presented in this work and the results of Sarod.e et al, 

Wong et al and Hodgson et al[13-16], it can be inferred that for the determination 

of valence state in unknown materials from X-ray absorption chemical shifts, 

model compounds of various valence states must be used. A very recent work 

in this laboratory by Bhagatsingh [17] and others [18] supports this view. These 

authors have determined the valence states of copper and vanadium in their 

biocomplexes and superconducting oxides by examining the copper and vanadium 

K - absorption shifts in model Cu and V compounds, where the valence of the 
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metal ion varies widely. It may be noted here that earlier workers [11, 12] have 

studied chemical shifts in compounds having metal ion in the same oxidation 

state and concluded that Kunzl law has limited applicability. 

4.3 Chemical Shift and Electronegativity Dif-

ference 

Table 4.1 gives the values of chemical shifts of the L in-absorption discontinuity 

of tungsten in its compounds along with the values of electronegativities given 

at the bottom of this table. These values are taken from Ref. ( [27]). Since no 

electronegativity (x) data is available in literature on different oxidation states 

of tungsten and since it is difficult to calculate electronegativities for different 

oxidation states of tungsten because of unavailability of related data, the value 

given by Pauling [27] is used. It is observed from this table that the chemical shift 

of the Luf-edge decreases with decrease of electronegativity difference between 

47- 
the absorbing atom and its nearest neighbouring ligand. Kondawar [28] has 

earlier observed that in the transition metal compounds, there is decrease in the 

magnitude of the chemical shift with increasing electronegativity of the atoms 

surrounding the absorbing atom. Singh and Agarwal [29] have also correlated 

the chemical shifts in the X-ray absorption spectra with the electronegativities in 

some transition metal compounds. Recently, in this laboratory, Sonaye [17] has 

observed similar trends in the case of copper compounds. 

It is well known [27] that greater the difference in electronegativities of the 

constituent atoms in compound, the greater is the ionic character of the chemical 

bond between them. Thus chemical shift gives an idea of nature of the bond. 

It is to be noted in case of W0 2 , K[W02(C204)].xH20 and WO 3  that although 

the valence of tungsten is different, we have used the same value of electronegativ-

ity of tungsten, this may lead to a wrong picture of chemical bonding. If the values 

of the electronegativities for different oxidations states of tungsten were available, 

it would have given a correct picture of chemical bonding. According to Sander-

son [30] and Gordy and Thomas [31], one expect higher electronegativity values 
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for higher oxidation state. In that case the electronegativity difference between . 

W and 0 will be least in W02, slightly greater for that in K[W0 2 (C 2 0 4 )].x11 20 

and greatest for W0 3; This is what one expects on the basis of chemical bonding 

prevalent in these compounds. 

In the tetravalent tungsten compounds; viz., W0 2 , WS 2  and WSe2 , the elec-

tronegativity difference between tungsten and oxygen is large for WO 2  and there-

fore in this compound, the magnitude of chemical shift is large (3.4 eV) indicating 

a large ionic character of W-0 bond. In WSe 2 , the electronegativity difference 

between W and Se is small, and accordingly chemical shift is small (0.30 eV) 

implying less ionic character of W-Se bonds. The electronegativity difference for 

W-S bond lies in between those of W-0 and W-Se and the observed chemical 

shift also lies between those for WO 2  and WSe3 . Similar trends can be seen 

in the hexavalent compounds of tungsten. For example, in Na 2 W04 .2H 2 0 and 

(NH4 ) 2 WS4 , wherein the W 6+  — 0 bonds are more ionic than W 6+  — S bonds, 

the chemical shift is higher in oxide compound (6.40 eV) as compared to that in 

sulfide (3.20 eV). 

The chemical shifts of W L m-edges in La0 . 1 W03 , Smod W03 , Eu0 . 1 W03 , 

Na0 . 15W03  and In0 .2W03  are close to those in WO 3  and other hexavalent com-

pounds oftungsten suggesting thereby that the nature of W-0 chemical bonding 

in these rare-earth tungsten oxide bronzes is similar to that in WO 3  and other 

model hexavalent tungsten compounds. 

The magnitudes of chemical shifts in W0 3 /Al203  and W03 /TiO 2  catalysts, 

with variable WO 3  loading between 2 - 12% and 20% Ni — W — Al 203  are more 

or less of the same order of magnitude as compared to those in WO 3  and other 

hexavalent oxides of tungsten. These findings suggests that the nature of chem-

ical bonds in these catalytic materials is similar to that in hexavalent oxides of 

tungsten. 

4.4 Chemical Shift and Coordination Charge 

Agarwal and Verma [32] has given a qualitative rule which states that "In general, 

the chemical shift is towards th.e high energy side of the metal. X-ray absorption 
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edge and it increases progressively with the increase in the valency of the cation, 

unless the shift is either suppressed by the covalent character of the bond or 

enhanced by the formation of the metal-metal bonding". Sapre and Mande [11, 

12] have shown that in a compound the absorption edge of an atom shifts towards 

the high or low energy side relative to its position in the pure element, depending 

upon whether the absorbing ion is a cation or anion. In the tungsten compounds 

studied by us, the observed positive shift of the L 111  discontinuity of tungsten 

indicates that the tungsten ions behave as cations in these compounds as one 

would normally expect on the basis of Pauling's electronegativity criterion. 

The X-ray absorption spectra determine the difference between the energies 

of the initial and final states. Therefore, in one-electron picture [33] the shifts 

of both the core level and outer level are involved. The initial state involved in 

the absorption process of the tungsten compounds studied in this work is the 

Lm(2p 3/ 2 ) level having p-symmetry, while the final state is of d (or s or d-Fs) 

symmetry. The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic data on 2p 3/ 2  level shifts in 

all these compounds studied is unavailable, hence it is difficult to make esti-

mates of the shifts in our compounds from XPS data. However, since several 

researchers [34, 35, 36] have in fact observed appreciable core level shifts in the 

transition metal compounds, it is perhaps appropriate to begin with the assump-

tion that the core level shifts of these ions, although small, are finite and that 

the chemical shifts are due to the shifts of both inner and outer levels. 

In section 4.2, we have seen that the energy shifts of absorption edges are re-

lated to the formal valence of the central tungsten atom as per modified Kunzl's 

law, which is applicable for systems having the same ligand. Generally, the chem-

ical shifts in the X-ray absorption spectra are due to a combination of valence, 

electronegativity, type of ligands, coordination number and other structural fea-

tures. These factors are approximately accounted for in the concept of charge. 

The calculation of the charge distribution is difficult since it is not easy to 

conceive what is meant by charge distribution, and more so, to evaluate it quan-

titatively in terms of charge per atom. An appropriate solution to this problem 

can be approached by a study of the electronic adjustments that occur with the 

formation of chemical bonds. This approach, although far from rigorous, leads to 
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atomic charges in the reasonable accord with other approaches, e. g. dipole mo-

ments. Various other theoretical and experimental methods have been developed 

to determine charges in compounds[37-42]. However, the charges calculated by 

these different methods cannot always be compared due to the different physical 

arguments inherent in them. Batsanov [43] has proposed a method for evalua-

tion of effective coordination charges in compounds. Its calculation is based on a 

combination of bond character, valence and coordination number. This method 

of charge calculation is relatively simple and straight forward and permits the 

calculation of the coordination charges in all types of compounds, and has been 

successfully used in X-ray spectroscopic work [44]. 

The effective coordination charge, q is defined as 

Z — cN 	 (4.2) 

where Z is the formal valence of the atom in a given compound, N is the co-

ordination number and c is the degree of covalence of the chemical bond. The 

coordination charge, q represents the charge that appears at the periphery of the 

atom as a result of participation in the chemical bonding of its electron (Z) and 

the electrons received from the neighbouring atoms (cN). When the number of 

neighbouring atoms is more so that the chemical bond is more covalent and the 

positive charge, q is thus compensated. In qualitative terms, the coordination 

charge concept simply states that as the valence electrons arc pulled away from 

the metal atoms by the electronegativity X B  of the coordinating ligands, all of 

the other electrons of the central atom become more tightly bound in order to 

shield the unchanging nuclear charge. In the limiting case of fully ionic bonds, 

q=Z, (c=0); while in the other limiting case of fully covalent bonds, q=0. 

Wong et al [45] adopted a relatively simpler way to arrive at the expression for 

effective coordination charge. These authors have used the Pauling's formula [27] 

for calculating the ionicity. The multiple-bond ionicity (i), according to Pauling 

is given by 
Z = 1 — 	 exP 

1_1 
I. 	4  (A.A 

, 	2 1 
XB) (4.3) 

while the single bond ionicity (I) by 

1 
I = 1 — exP — XB (4..4) 
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where X A  and XB  are electronegativities of metal atom and ligand respectively. 

Combining equations (4.2 - 4.4), we obtain 

q = Z I 	 (4.5) 

The values of coordination charges calculated using equation (4.5) are given 

in Table 4.1. In this table, the calculated charges on tungsten ions in compounds 

having mixed ligands are determined by averaging the charges on tungsten ions 

in different bonds. For example, in WC1 2 Pyr2 , there are 4 W-Cl and 2 W-N 

bonds; the estimated charge on W, is the weighted average of charges on W in 

W-Cl and W-N bonds. 

It is observed from this table that the energy shift of the Lm-absorption edge 

of tungsten in various compounds and complexes does depend on the magnitude 

of the coordination charge on the absorbing atom. The chemical shift decreases 

with decrease of magnitude of charge on the W ions indicating a decrease of 

ionic character or an increase of covalent character of the W-X (where X is lig-

and) bond. In order to find out a functional relationship between the chemical 

shift and coordination charge, we have plotted in Fig.4.3 chemical shift of the 

Lm-absorption discontinuity against the coordination charge q, calculated using 

Batsanov's aproach. However, before attempting to find any such correlation, it 

would be in order here to briefly mention the work of various researchers who 

proposed different empirical relationships between these two physicochemical pa, 

rameters. 

Kondawar and Mande [46], Rao and Chetal [47] and Sarode [48] have shown 

that the chemical shift AE is directly proportional to the effective charge q on 

the absorbing atom, their relationship being given as 

AE = aq 	 (4.6) 

Sarode et al [13, 14] have examined several first and second row transition metal 

compounds and derived a quadratic relation between AE and q on the basis of 

theoretical model. This relation is of the form 

AE = aq bg2 	 (4.7) 
• 
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Fig. 4.3: Plot of chemical shift, OF (in eV) of tungsten compounds against 

effective coordination charge, q. 
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Suchet [49] has analysed the results of Sapre and Mande [11, 12] and has shown 

empirically that .6.E is related to q by the relation 

	

AE = aq 	 (4.8) 

where a and b are constants which depend on the bonding prevalent in com-

pounds. Apte et al [50] have modified the above equation by adding a constant 

to explain the dependence of 6.E on q in terms of number of 3d electrons in the 

case of manganese compounds. The modified relation given by them is 

	

AE = aq + 	c 	 (4.9) 

Pandey et al [51] have studied the dependence of AE on q in copper compounds 

including cuprate superconductors and fitted a fourth order polynomial to their 

data on copper K-edge chemical shifts of the form 

AE = aq 	+ 	+ 44 	 (4.10) 

In this work, the five relations mentioned above were examined to find out 

the most appropriate relationship between AE and q for the compounds studied. 

To determine which one of these equations provides a significantly better fit to 

the data (Table 4.1), a least-squares analysis of the data was carried out on a PC- 

486 using a general purpose computer program developed in this laboratory. In 

this analysis we have also taken data on WTe 2  and T13W 2 C1 9  from literature [19]. 

On critical examination of the data points, it is found that some data points 

show large deviation from the least-squares line. These data points correspond 

to WC16 , (NH4 ) 2 WS4 , WC14Pyr2 and [W.C14 L 2 ]C1. Excluding the data points 

for these compounds, if the regression analysis is again performed, it is found 

that out of five relations, the fittings for quadratic and cubic equations (4.7) and 

(4.8), give better values of standard error of estimates and correlation coefficient. 

For quadratic curve, the values of standard error of estimates and correlation 

coefficient are 0.332 and 0.989 respectively and for the cubic curve, 0.330 and 

0.989 respectively. However, if a comparison is made between the least-squares 

coefficients A l  and A2, one finds that the A2 coefficient for cubic curve (0.0475) is 

much smaller than the A2 value for quadratic (0.238) equation, indicating thereby 
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that the second term in equation (4.8) contributes very little to the chemical 

shift as compared to the relatively higher value for quadratic curve. In this work, 

we have used a quadratic equation for estimating the charges since there is a 

theoretical justification [13j for quadratic curve and other relations are only of 

emipirical nature. The plot of AE versus q using a quadratic relation is shown 

in Fig.4.3. 

Although it is difficult to give any satisfactory explaination for the large devi-

ation in the chemical shifts observed in the case of compounds mentioned above, 

the nature of bonding seems to have some role to play in their large chemical 

shifts. For example, W-S and W-N bonds are relatively more covalent in nature 

as compared to other compounds wherein there are strong ionic W-0 bonds 

Thus it is concluded that irrespective of the fitting equation, there seems to 

be a good correlation between chemical shift (SE) and coordination charge (q). 

Having found a relationship between AE and q, it is possible to estimate 

charges in compounds where Batsanov's method cannot be directly applied due 

to the unknown nature of chemical bonding. It is however to be noted that such 

estimates of coordination charge, q are subject to uncertainty of the order (ca 

0.2). From these estimates (given in parenthesis in Table 4.1), it is seen that the 

charge on tungsten ion in all the tungsten bronzes under investigation is in the 

range 3.0 - 3.3, implying thereby that the nature of chemical bonding in these 

systems is similar to that in hexavalent tungsten compounds having W-0 bonds. 

In the case of calcined alumina supported tungsten oxide catalysts, the mag-

nitudes of charges are more or less similar to those in hexavalent tungsten com-

pounds having W-0 bonds, the estimated charge on tungsten ion. being in the 

range 3.0 - 3.4. The estimated charge in the case of reduced alumina supported 

tungsten oxide catalysts also is of the same order as that in the hexavalent tung-

sten compounds. 

In the calcined titania supported tungsten oxide catalysts, the estimated value 

of charge is in the range 3.0 - 3.3. These values are close to those obtained in the 

case of model hexavalent compounds of tungsten. This suggests the presence of 

hexavalent tungsten ions in these catalytic samples. 

In the calcined and reduced Ni — W/7 — Al 203  catalysts studied in the present 
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investigation, the calculated value of charge is very close to that in W0 3 , ZnWO 4 

 and CaWO4 , which indicates a similar nature of chemical bonding in these cata-

lysts wherein the valence of tungsten ion is six. 

4.5 Chemical Shift and Hardness of ligands 

The intrinsic properties of distinct isolated chemical species (atoms, ions or 

molecules) are significant input for the determination of the properties of com-

bined systems (molecules, molecular ions), though they are in no simple sense 

completely sufficient. Any chemical system (atom, molecule, ion, radical) is char-

acterized [52, 53] by its electronic chemical potential itt, and absolute hardness, 

77. The exact definition of these quantities are 

( SE) 

	

77 = (1/2) (— 	 (4.11) 
Sp, 

and 
.(5. 1 V ) 	 N 

where N is the number of electrons and v is the potential due to nuclei, plus any 

external potential. However, the operational and approximate definitions of the 

chemical potential and the absolute hardness given by Pearson [54] are 

= —(/ A)/2 = x and 77 = (I — A)I2 (4.12) 

where I is the ionization potential and A is the electron affinity. Since the ioniza-

tion potential is always greater than or equal to the electron affinity, the minimum 

value of hardness is zero. Zero hardness constitutes maximum softness. A bulk 

metal has I=A and 77=0 and maximum softness. 

As can be seen from the above equations, the hardest atoms and ions are 

those with high ionization energies and low electron affinities. If the ionization 

energy is much larger than the electron affinity, as is often the case, hardness is 

correlated with high ionization energy. Hence, the hardest atoms and ions are 

the small atoms and ions near fluorine. The softest atoms and ions are the ones 

with low ionization energies and low electron affinities. These are the atoms and 

ions of the heavier alkali metals and the heavier halogens. The light atoms of a 

group are generally hard and the heavier atoms soft. The hardness of an atom is 
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• 

generally complementory to the electronegativity in determining the outcome of 

reactions, and it is important to acquire a sense of when one influence is likely 

Thus hardness is a state independent global parameter which implies the 

molecular property. The nonchemical meaning of the word "hardness" is resis-

tance to deformation or change. It is resistance of the chemical potential to 

change in the number of electrons. 

Parr and Pearson [53] have calculated absolute hardness for a number of 

atoms, and in some special circumstances for ions, using the appropriate ex-

perimental values of ionization potentials and the electron affinities from the 

literature. As claimed by these authors their values are highly satisfactory when 

compared with the known chemical behaviour of the selected systems. The hard-

ness values given by them for N, 0, S, Se, Cl, Br and I are shown in Table 4.2 

along with the values of ionization potentials and electron affinities. 

Since hardness is an important chemical parameter related to some aspects 

of the chemical bonding, it was thought worthwhile to investigate a functional 

relationship between the features of X-ray absorption spectra which also depend 

on the nature of chemical bonding, and this physicochemical parameter. For 

• this purpose, a graph between chemical shift, AE and hardness, q  is plotted and 

regression analysis of these data points was carried out. In compounds having 

mixed ligands, values of hardness. were calculated by taking the averages of the 

values for individual bonds. This plot (shown in Fig.4.4.) if extrapolated, is found 

to intersect the hardness- axis at i = 3.23 + 0.4. This value of ri is very close 

to the reported value of hardness for tungsten atom (3.58) corresponding to zero 

chemical shift i.e. in tungsten metal wherein. the ligand is also a. tungsten atom. 

It can be observed from this plot that a large scatter of data points is present; in 

this graph. Such a large scatter could perhaps be thought to be due to the same 

value of hardness used, even when the valence of metal ion in the compounds 

used is different. For example, in WO 2  and W03 , although the liganding atom 

is oxygen and valence of W ion in both these compounds are different, the same 

value of 77 (=6.08) is used for both these compounds. A relation between chemical 

shift and the product of hardness and oxidation state therefore seems to be more 

appropriate. The values of 7/Q are given in Table 4.1 and the plot of AE versus 
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Fig. 4.4: Plot . of chemical shift AE (in eV) of tungsten compounds versus the 

.hardness, i  of the ligating atom. 
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yQ is shown in Fig.4.5. In this graph it is observed that the scatter is reduced 

and indeed there is a good correlation between these two quantities. 

In order to obtain exact mathematical relation between the chemical shift 

and yQ; polynomial equations upto the third degree were fitted and regression 

analysis was carried out. This analysis suggest that the quadratic equation of the 

type AE = A i  (r/Q) A 2 (77Q) 2  gives better values of standard error of estimates 

(0.702) and correlation coefficient (0.926) as compared to that obtained for linear 

and cubic fits. This fit is shown in Fig.4.5. 

Using the parabolic correlation between the AE and (77Q), we can, in principle, 

compute (77Q) in the case of tungsten oxide bronzes, alumina and titania sup-

ported reduced and calcined tungsten oxide catalysts and the Ni — W/y — Al 203 

 catalysts. Estimates of (yQ) for these complex systems can be used to calculate 

hardness, y and therefrom it is possible to get idea of the nature of ligands sur-

rounding the tungsten metal ion in these complex systems. Here, the oxidation 

state Q of the tungsten ion in these complex systems estimated from AE versus 

q plot (see Section 4.2) was used. 

The values of (77Q) for all the tungsten oxide bronzes studied in the present 

investigation is in the range 33.78 - 36.18. By using the oxidation state Q calcu-

lated from the parabolic correlation fit of the AE versus Q curve, the values of 

the hardness for the ligands in the bronzes obtained were in the range 5.74 - 5.85. 

This range is very close to the value, 6.08 for oxygen atom. Hence it can be 

concluded that the neighbouring ligand of the tungsten ion in these bronzes is 

oxygen. 

In case of the calcined and reduced alumina and titania supported tungsten 

oxide catalysts, the (yQ) product is within a range 36.96 - 35.74. The calculated 

value of hardness in these catalyst systems us very close to the hardness value of 

oxygen atom. This implies that oxygen atoms surround the tungsten ion in these 

catalytic systems. 

In both calcined as well as reduced Ni—Wh—Al 2 03  catalyst samples studied, 

results similar to the above are obtained and it is therefore concluded that in these 

systems also the oxygen ligands surround the tungsten ion. 

Thus from the simple correlation between chemical shift and hardness, one 
• 
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can determine the nature of ligands in complex systems. 

4.6 Physical Basis of Chemical shifts 

The process of X-ray absorption involves an inner level, i.e. the K level, from 

which the electron is ejected and outer level of appropriate symmetry in which the 

ejected photoelectron may be trapped. Essentially, the problem of interpreting 

the shape of the main absorption edge and the near edge structure is to know what 

happens to the ejected photoelectron when the atom absorbs a quantum of energy 

from the incident X-ray beam. As mentioned earlier, the inflection point on the 

main absorption edge in the case of a metal represents the transition of the ejected 

photoelectron to the Fermi limit. In a compound the corresponding final level 

could be a level of appropriate symmetry and -type in the valence/conduction 

band. 

It can be assumed that in a compound the deep-lying orbitals (e.g., the is or 

2p orbitals) of the absorbing atom are much less affected by external influences 

as compared to the outer orbitals which participate directly in the formation of 

the chemical bonds, since the inner levels are comparatively closer to the nuclei 

and the overlap of wavefunctions of the ligand atoms is significant on the outer 

levels only. Hence, the character of the chemical bond should have a considerably 

smaller effect on the position of the inner level. One may therefore assume that 

the observed chemical shift is due to the shift of the outer final level to the higher 

or the lower energy side depending upon the magnitude and nature of the charge 

on the absorbing ion. 

Several researchers [34, 35, 36, 55] have studied theoretically and experimen-

tally the chemical shift in the core levels and have shown that the effect of chemi-

cal combination on the core levels especially in the case of heavy elements is very 

small. It has therefore been the usual practice [46, 56] in X-ray spectroscopic 

studies to ignore the effect of chemical combination on the inner levels for the 

physical interpretation of chemical shifts. Hence for this purpose it can be safely 

assumed that the L111  level in tungsten remain unaffected in its compounds and 

also that the final levels (valence or conduction levels) are mainly responsible for 
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the observed shifts. In Fig.4.6 are shown the transitions responsible for the 

discontinuity in pure metal and in the compounds of tungsten. In this figure (not 

to the scale), the final level of the tungsten metal is shown to be at zero energy 

for the purpose of normalization. This figure clearly shows that the final level 

(above the Fermi level) shifts its position with respect to that in the pure metal 

depending upon the coordination charge on the absorbing atom. This picture is 

rather approximate and qualitative and has been put forth simply to interpret 

the results of the present work. 
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Table 4.1: (a) X-ray absorption and crystal structure data on tungsten com-
pounds. 

Sr. 
No. 

Absorber Q Bond 
Type 

q Ti x Q. AE 
±0.5 eV 

1. W - W-W - - 0.00+ 
2. WI2  2+ W-I 0.296 7.40 0.90 
3. K3W2 C19  3+ W-Cl 1.034 14.10 1.32 
4. W0 2  4+ W-0 2.221 24.32 3.40 
5. WS2  4+ W-S 0.591 16.48 0.90 
6. WSe 2  4+ W-Se 0.461 15.44 0.30 
7. WC14Pyr2  4+ W-Cl/Pyr 1.378 22.24 4.80 
8. C11H14N2012BaW2.6H20 5+ W-0 2.776 30.40 4.40 
9. [WC14L 2 ]C1 5+ W-Cl/N 1.723 27.80 4.90 
10. K[W02(C204)].xH20 5+ W-0 2.776 30.40 5.00 
11. (NH 4 ) 2 WS4  6+ W-S 0.887 24.72 3.20 
12. Fe2 (W04 ) 3  6+ W-0 3.331 36.48 5.90 
13. Al2 (W04 ) 3  6+ W-0 3.331 36.48 6.00 
14. CaW0 4  6+ W-0 3.331 36.48 6.10 
15. Eu2 (W04 ) 3  6+ W-0 3.331 36.48 6.40 
16. Na2W04 .2H2 0 6+ W-0 3.331 36.48 6.40 
17. WO2 Br2  6+ W-0/Br 2.742 32.82 3.70 
18. WOC14  6+ W-0/C1 2.489 30.96 4.00 
19. WC1 6  6+ W-Cl 2.068 28.20 5.30 
20. W02C12 6+ W-0/C1 2.910 33.72 5.90 
21. NiWO4  6+ W-0 3.331 36.48 5.92 
22. ZnW04  6+ W-0 3.331 36.48 6.00 
23. H3 PW 12 040 .5H2 0 6+ W-0 3.331 36.48 5.95 
24. (N11 4 ) 6 H 2 W2 040 .xH20 6+ W-0 3.331 36.48 5.80 
25. W03  6+ W-0 3.331 36.48 6.00 
26. W03 .H 20 -6+ W-0 3.331 36.48 6.00 
27. WV2 06  6+ W-0 3.331 36.48 6.20 
Q 	= Formal valence q = Coordination charge 	Ti = Hardness 
AE = Chemical shift L = 2,4,6 trimethylpyridine 

+: X-ray Lm-edge energy in tungsten metal = 10199.50 eV 
The values of electronegativities x of W, 0, S, Se, Cl, N, Br and I are 1.7, 3.5, 

2.5, 2.4, 3.0, 3.0, 2.8 and 2.5 respectively. 
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Table 4.1: (b) X-ray absorption and crystal structure data on tungsten ox-
ide bronzes, alumina and titania supported tungsten oxide catalysts and 
20%Ni - W/Al 203  catalysts 

Sr. 
No. 

Absorber Q Bond 
Type 

q 7/ AE 
±0.5 eV 

1. Euo . 1 W03  (6+) (W-0) (3.072) (5.75) 5.40 
2. La0 . 1 W03  (6+) (W-0) (3.152) (5.78) 5.60 
3. Smo . 1 W03  (6+) (W-0) (3.191) (5.80) 5.70 
4. Na0 . 15 W03 (6+) (W-0) (3.269) (5.84) 5.90 
5. In0 . 2W03  (6+) (W-0) (3.308) (5.85) 6.00 

6. 4%W03/Al2 03  (calcined) (6+) (W-0) (3.308) (5.85) 6.00 
7. 6%W0 3 /Al2 03  (calcined) (6+) (W-0) (3.384) (5.89) 6.20 
8. 8%W0 3 /Al2 03  (calcined) (6+) (W-0) (3.384) (5.89) 6.20 
9. 10%W03 /Al2 03 (calcined) (6+) (W-0) (3.384) (5.89) 6.20 
10. 12%W03 /Al 2 03 (calcined) (6+) (W-0) (3.421) (5.90) 6.30 

11. 4%W0 3 /Al2 03  (reduced) (6+) (W-0) (3.269) (5.84) 5.90 
12. 6%W0 3 /Al2 03  (reduced) (6+) (W-0) (3.346) (5.87) 6.10 
13. 8%W0 3 /Al203 (reduced) (6+) (W-0) (3.346) (5.87) 6.10 
14. 10%W0 3 /Al203(reduced) (6+) (W-0) (3.384) (5.89) 6.20 
15. 12%W0 3 /Al2 03 (reduced) (6+) (W-0) (3.384) (5.89) 6.20 

16. 4%W03 /Ti 02 (calcined) (6+) (W-0) (3.384) (5.89) 6.20 
17. 6%W0 3 /TiO2  (calcined) (6+) (W-0) (3.269) (5.84) 5.90 
18. 8%W0 3 /Ti0 2  (calcined) (6+) (W-0) (3.308) (5.85) 6.00 

19. 20%Ni/W/7 - Al 2 03 (calcined) (6 + ) (W-0) (3.346) (5.87) 6.10 
20. 20%Ni/W/-y - Al203(reduced ) (6+) (W-0) (3.308) (5.85) 6.00 
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Table 4.2: Values of Ionization potential, Electron affinity and Hardness 

Atom Ionization 
potential, I 

Electron 
Affinity, A 

Absolute 
hardness, 17 

N 14.53 0.00 7.27 

0 13.61 7.53 6.08 

S 10.36 6.22 4.12 

Se 9.75 5.89 3.86 

Cl 13.01 7.31 4.70 

Br 11.84 . 7.60 4.24 

I 10.45 6.76 3.70 

These values are taken from Ref. [53] 
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Chapter 5 

EXAFS 



5.1 Introduction 

Catalysts consisting of small metal clusters dispersed on the surface of a carrier 

are technologically very important. The carrier is commonly a refractory oxide 

such as alumina or silica in a high surface area form. The metal dispersion, defined 

as the ratio of surface atoms to the total atoms in the metal clusters, approaches 

unity in some catalysts when the metal concentration is low. A good example 

of such a high dispersion is provided by the alumina supported nickel-tungsten 

catalysts which have been widely used in the hydrogenation processes [1]. The 

most common method of obtaining information on the degree of metal dispersion 

involves measurement of the extent of chemisorption of a gas such as hydrogen 

or carbon monoxide on the metal. More direct information on metal cluster sizes 

and shapes can be obtained by high resolution electron microscopy. 

After the development of high intensity X-ray sources, it has been found that 

extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) to be very promising for in-

vestigating the structure and properties of catalytic materials [2-4]. From EXAFS 

measurements one can obtain information on the environment about a particular 

type of atom in a material, i.e., the number and kind of neighbouring atoms and 

their distances from the absorbing atom. Information on the vibrational motions 

and the extent of static disorder of the atoms can also be obtained. Prior to 

EXAFS measurements, it has been difficult to obtain such data on supported 

catalysts with dispersions approaching unity. In this Chapter, the application of 

EXAFS to alumina and titania supported tungsten oxide catalysts is discussed. 

The data analyzed in this thesis were collected in the In-House EXAFS labo-

ratory. Details about the source of X-rays as well as the experimental equipment 

and setup are given in Chapter II. Briefly, X-rays emitted from the rotating anode 

X-ray generator or a conventional X-ray tube are monochromated by a Johns-

son type bent-crystal or a flat silicon crystal. The monochromated beam passes 

through the first detector and then through the sample. The transmitted X-rays 

are then detected by another detector. Even one detector can be used by moving 

the sample in and out of the X-ray beam. The voltage pulses produced are fed 

into a digital scalar and counted for a given length of time, the number of counts 
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per unit time being directly proportional to the number of photons entering into 

the detector. With the sample between the two detectors, the ratio of counts 

from the first and the second detector gives I o /I. The logarithm of this value is 

proportional to the absorption coefficient, it. As a spectrum is measured, (10) is 

recorded as a function of monochromator crystal position. The crystal is mounted 

on a goniometer driven by a stepping motor, so that monochromator steps are 

proportional to the incident angle of the X-ray beam on the crystal face. The 

data to be analysed, is originally in the form of monochromator steps versus I o /I. 

The EXAFS measurements were made on model tungsten oxides, sulphide 

and catalysts at room temperature. 

5.2 Results and Discussion 

Before discussing the results on the EXAFS, it would be appropriate here to 

briefly discuss the method of EXAFS data analysis. 

To extract the extended X-ray absorption fine structure information from 

the above raw data, the data was processed. The processing steps involve a 

background subtraction which is done by a method due to Lytle et al [5]. In this 

method, a Victoreen function is fitted to the pre-edge portion of the raw data 

upto 100 eV below the absorption edge and extrapolated it over the whole range 

of absorption data and subtracting it from the data range. 

After this pre-edge subtraction, a third degree polynomial is fitted through 

the center of the EXAFS oscillations. This curve is assumed to be the ,u o  versus 

energy curve, ,u o  being the absorption coefficient in the absence of neighbouring 

atoms. It is subtracted from the data and the difference is then divided by it 

in order to get (i.t — 11 0 )/µ o . This procedure gives the normalized absorption 

coefficient, x as a function of X-ray photon energy. 

For performing Fourier transform analysis, the above data were transformed 

from energy to wavevector k using the relation 

k = 
27n 

(E — E 0 ) 
	

(5.1) 

where E is the energy of the photoelectron measured from the inflection point on 
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the edge, and E0  is the effective average potential felt by an excited electron and 

represents the potential "zero" above which the kinetic energy must be added to 

determine the total energy E. Since E 0  is difficult to determine experimentally, 

in the begining of the data analysis an arbitrary value is given to E 0  and then 

the value of E 0  is floated in the analysis and that value of E 0  is taken for which 

the imaginary part and the absolute value of the Fourier transform peak at the 

same distance [6]. 

The data thus obtained were multiplied by the Harming window function in 

order to minimize the termination ripples. Subsequently, it was multiplied by a, 

weighting function, k 3  to compensate for amplitude reduction as a function of 

k. Fourier transforms, for both the real and imaginary components were done 

by using Simpson's rule to numerically integrate the EXAFS region of interest 

within the integration limits k = 4 to k =14 A 0  . The modulus of the Fourier 

transform was obtained as a square root of the sum of the squares of real and 

imaginary parts. 

For the excitation of a s level (K or L I  edge) the absorption coefficient nor-

malized to a smooth background 'Jo  can be described [2, 5] by 

1 	Ni  
X (k) = 7 E  exp (2/rii /A) sin [2kRj (/)j(k)] (5.2) 

Ri  

where k is the electron wave vector, N ;  is the number of atoms in the j' coor-

dination sphere, R, is the average radial distance to the jch  atoms, F;(k) is the 

electron back-scattering amplitude, A is the mean free path of the electron, the 

exponential term containing a? is a Debye-Waller-type term where o -; is the rms 

fluctuations of the atom about Ili, and (k;(k) is the total phase shift experienced 

by the photoelectron. 

The form of this equation is a sinelike scattering from each shell of atoms 

at R;  with the EXAFS signal proportional to the number of atoms surrounding 

the absorbing atom and inversely proportional to A decrease in temperature 

has the effect of sharpening the EXAFS. Each coordination sphere contributes 

a sinelike term of period The total result is a summation over all the 

coordination spheres within range of the effect. For all practical purposes the 

J1 edge can be analyzed in the same way as K or Li-edges with the use of I = 2 
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phase shifts [7]. 

The object of the data analysis procedure is therefore to decompose the ob-

served EXAFS spectrum into its component waves and determine the phase and 

amplitude of each component. This in turn gives information about the distance 

in the coordination shells and disorder in the distance as well as the number of 

atoms in the shells. 

For curve-fitting analysis the data have been processed by a Fourier filtering 

procedure. The data (actually k 2 x(k) versus k), were Fourier transformed as 

mentioned above to R (frequency) space, then the region of interest in the Fourier 

transform spectrum was retransformed back to k space in order to isolate the first 

coordination shell. 

Seven parameter fits were performed on the Fourier filtered data using a 

parametrized form of EXAFS equation (eqn.5.2) 

Xparam — 	exp (—C2 k2 ) sin n (C4 Csk C6 k 2  + —C7  ) 
3 	

(5.3) 

Fits were done by least-squares adjustment of parameters C 1  to C7 using a general 

optimization program written by Sarode [8] based on algorithm of R.osenbrock [9]. 

In this program, the function minirnized[10] in the fitting procedure is given by 

0(xexpt — x 	) param, 2 1/2 E   

N 
(5.4) 

where X param i s the parametrized EXAFS function, Xexpt  is Fourier filtered EXAFS 

function, N is the number of data points in the fit and the sum is over the number 

of data points. F is a measure of the goodness of the fit and is lower for a better 

fit. 

The curve fitting procedure for determining the distance R to a shell of atoms 

in an unknown compound is as follows. EXAFS data from a model compound 

whose crystal structure is known is fitted with equation (5.3) by adjusting all the 

seven parameters. The standard parameters C3, C4, C6 and C7 are then used as 

fixed constants in fitting equation (5.3) to data from the unknown compound by 

adjusting C1, C2 and C5 . If the phase shift ck(k) is assumed to have the form 

0(k) ---- C4 + C5k C6k2  C7/k 3 	 (5.5) 
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then comparison of the theoretical equation (5.2) with the parametrized equa-

tion (5.3) shows that C5 = 2R -I- A. The linear phase term parameter A is 

determined from the standard fit since R is known, and then. A is used to cal-

culate R from the fit of the unknown. The number of atoms in the unknown, N 

can be estimated by 

N 
Ciu 	92„ 

= Aim  •  	 (5.6) 

where 	and C1  refer to the unknown and C iff, and R,,T, refer to the model com- 

pound, whose crystal structure is known. From the value of C2 for the unknown, 

a2  can be determined. By taking difference between the values of a 2  for reference 

and unknown, the relative disorder can be calculated. 

5.2.1 Fourier Transforms of Model Compounds 

Fourier transforms of the EXAFS, k 2 (x) at the tungsten Lffi-edge of CaWO 4 , 

(NH4 ) 2WS4  and WO3  are shown in Fig.5.1. The peaks in the modulus of FT 

correspond to the different coordination shells. The two peaks indicated by the 

arrows in CaWO 4  in Fig. 5.1 at 1.78 and 2.91 A are due to the nearest neigh-

bour oxygen atoms. The single peak in the Fourier transforms of (NH4)2WS4 

at 2.18 A is due to W-S distance. In WO 3  the three observed peaks in the 

range 1 - 2.5 A are due to W-0 and the fourth peak at 3.73 A is due to W-W 

interaction. 

The position of the peak in Fourier transforms of catalyst can be used to 

estimate the bond length by using model compounds like those mentioned in 

Fig.5.1 having known Ri  so that a AR; correction can be made due to the effect 

of 0;  (k) [11]. The height and width of the peak according to equation (5.3) are 

related to N;  and a;  but precise determination of N ;  and a; is difficult due to 

convolution effects of the Fourier transforms of Fi(k) and the other x(k) terms in 

R space [12]. 

A more reliable method to determine N; and a; is by isolating a given peak 

in a radial structure function and performing an inverse Fourier transform. This 

procedure decouples, as mentioned above, the contribution of adjacent coordina-

tion shells so that the effect of only the coordination shells of interest is preserved. 
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Figure 5.1: Fourier transforms of the Lin-edge EXAFS data from CaW04, 
(NI-I4 ) 2WS4  and W0 3 . 



The resultant x for one shell or two shells can he used in a least-squares fitting 

routine to determine R, N and a. 

To obtain empirical parameter for the pairwise phase shift; and amplitude 

functions, we have used CaW0 4 , (NH 4 ) 2 WS 4  and W0 3  as model compounds for 

obtaining parameters for W-0, W-S and W-W interactions. The first peaks in 

CaW0 4  and (NH4)2WS4 and fourth. peak in W0 3  were isolated using a suit-

able window function by retransforming them to the k-space and then fitting 

with equation (5.3) adjusting all the seven parameters. Table 5.1 summarizes 

the results of fits of these model compounds including the values of the fitting 

functions, values of the parameters, C 1 , C2, C3, C4, C5, C6 and C7 as well as E0 

 values. In Fig. 5.2 we have shown the fitted and experimentally observed Fourier 

filtered EXAFS data of these compounds. The simulated spectra obtained from 

the parametrized form of EXAFS equation match very well with the Fourier fil-

tered spectra. From the values of fitting function (which indicates the level of 

goodness of fit), it can be seen that the equation (5.3) is suitable for the analysis 

of tungsten Lm-edge EXAFS. 

The value of the constant C7 in all the three cases is very small suggesting 

thereby that the equation of the type, 

Xparani = (Ca/c c' ) exp (—C2k 2 ) sin (C4  + C5 k C6 k2 ) 

will also give a good fit. However for high Z elements the equation (5.3) has been 

successfully employed [13] for structure determination. We have therefore used 

eqn. (5.3) for the EXAFS analysis. 

One important feature of these Fourier filtered spectra is the different ampli-

tude envelopes observed for different type of scattering atoms (see dotted curves 

Fig 5.2). As expected [7], the amplitude for oxygen atom dies out monotonically, 

while the sulphur amplitude peaks at relatively low k value and then dies away. 

The amplitude for W-W wave clearly shows the EXAFS peaking at higher k 

value as atomic number of scatterer increases. Here all points of fine structure 

have been multiplied by k 2  to make the higher k EXAFS visible. The physical 

basis for this variation in EXAFS amplitude behaviour is related to trends in 

the electron-atom backscattering amplitudes, which peak at higher k-value as Z 
• 
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Fig. 5.2: (a) Fourier filtered EXAFS spectra and single-shell fit for CaWO 4 . 
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Fig. 5.2: (b) Fourier filtered EXAFS spectra and single-shell fit for (NH4)2WS4. 
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Fig. 5.2: (c) Fourier filtered EXAFS spectra and single-shell fit for W0 3 . 
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(atomic number) increases [7, 14]. 

The total phase shift was obtained by subtracting 2Rk from C4 + C51: + C6k 2  

C7 /0) for each of three model compounds. These empirical phase shifts are plot-

ted in Fig.5.3(a) and in Fig.5.3(b) theoretically determined phase shifts from the 

Tables of Teo and Lee [7] are plotted for comparison. It can be seen that W-0, 

W-S and W-W shifts are all very similar to those in Fig.5.3(b). The phase shifts 

for W-S differs from those of W-0 by an average of about 2.3 radians. This dif-

ference is closer to 7 than to zero, which means that the best fit of W-S standard 

parameters to W-0 data and vice versa should yield a negative amplitude. In 

the present investigation, the nature of near neighbour is known, e.g., in all the 

catalysts studied, the oxygen atoms are coordinated to the absorbing tungsten. 

atom. If the near neighbours are unknown, the phase shift versus k curves for 

different atom-pairs from model compounds are compared with the curves from 

unknown ones and then the curve lying close to the curve obtained from the 

standard will determine the nature of the liganding atoms. 

According to Citrin et al [15], Len.geler et al [16] and Chetal et al [17], all the 

phase (C4, C5, C6, C 7 ) and amplitude (C 1 , C2, C 3 ) parameters obtained from 

the inverse FT of the model compound can now be transferred to the catalytic 

systems in which the absorbing atoms have the similar chemical environment to 

predict the structural parameters. This is done in the next section. 

5.2.2 Fourier Transforms of Catalytic Samples 

Before discussing the results on EXAFS analysis of catalytic samples, we will first 

examine the FT spectrum of W0 3 . 

The Fourier transforms of the Lm-edge EXAFS (k 2A) WO3  is shown in Fig.5.1. 

As is known [11], this spectrum gives the radial structure function of the neigh- 

bouring coordination shells around tungsten atom. with noncorrected distances 

From this spectrum., we see four peaks above background, the first three 

peaks in the range 1 - 2.5 A and the fourth one at 3.73 A. The disorder in the 

first two peaks is ti  0.0075 A. On the basis of crystal structure of WO 3  [1.8], as 

mentioned earlier the first three peaks can be attributed to three W-0 distances 
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within 1 - 2.5 A and the fourth peak at 3.73 A to W-W distance. Our FT 

spectrum for WO 3  matches fairly well with that obtained by taking FT of the 

EXAFS spectra recorded using synchrotron radiation [19]. 

Fig 5.4 shows the Fourier transforms of calcined catalysts, W0 3/Al 203  with 

varying WO3  content along with the FT spectrum of WO 3  for comparison. The 

W-0 distances and structural disorders as well as coordination numbers of tung-

sten obtained from the curve-fitted spectra are given in Table 5.2. The bond 

distances of the peaks in these spectra are 1.78 and 1.91 A which are the same 

as those for bulk W0 3 , indicating the presence of only W(VI) on the oxidic 

(calcined) catalyst. However, the extent of disorder is relatively more. 

Fig.5.5 shows the catalyst reduction behaviour as a function of WO 3  content. 

Each catalyst was reduced in hydrogen for 12 hrs to assure that reduction of the 

W (VI) species formed on the surface is complete. A slight change is seen in the 

FT spectra with increasing WO 3  content. The major peak is getting broadened 

indicating thereby that there is a formation of new species on the surface, which 

seems to have two W-0 distances. This species may be a lower oxidation tungsten 

species, perhaps W(V)-species. The indirect support for the formation of new 

species on the surface of reduced W0 3 /Al203  catalysts comes from the ESCA 

studies carried out by Zingg et at [20] on MoO 3 /Al203  catalysts with varying 

MoO3  loading in the range 5 - 20 %. These authors have examined the Mo 3d 

ESCA spectra of reduced Mo0 3/Al 2 03  catalysts. The reduction of the catalytic 

samples was carried out at 500°C in hydrogen for 12 hours. From their spectra, 

it is seen that as the loading percentages of MoO 3  increases, a shoulder due to 

Mo(V) developes gradually at 229.2 eV. 

In Fig.5.6 are presented the Fourier transform spectra of WO 3  and 4 and 8% 

calcined W0 3 /Ti02  catalyst. In this spectra, the peaks observed between 1 -

2.5 A range correspond to W-0 interactions. Around 3.5 A, (corrected, 3.73 A) 

the peak observed is due to W-W bonds. This is similar to that obtained in WO 3 

 and the structural disorder is similar to those obtained in calcined W03 /Al 2 03 . 

In addition, the FT transforms of both the catalytic samples show an extra 

peak, slightly broad at 2.99 A, which is not observed in WO 3  or in the FT 

spectra of other model compounds. This peak may probably be due to W-Ti 
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bonds. However, in the present investigation, we have not prepared any tungsten 

compound in which W-Ti bonds are present. Kisfaludi et al [21] observed in their 

Mo K-edge EXAFS study of Mo0 3 /Al2 03 , a peak corresponding to distance 

2.99 A. These coworkers suggested that this peak can be attributed to Mo-Al 

bonds. In a similar way, the peak at 2.99 A may be related to a W-Ti distance 

in these catalysts. In the structure of the species formed, this distance can 

be attributed to the distance of the centres of edge-connected W0 6  octahedra, 

since TiO 2  support oxide is built-up by a mixture of edge- and corner-sharing 

octahedra. 

The corrected distance R; and coordination numbers N; of the first two W-0 

shells in the EXAFS of 4% and 8% calcined W0 3 /TiO 2  were estimated by a non-

linear curve-fitting analysis. The two W-0 peaks within 1 - 2.5 A were isolated 

with a window and backtransformed to k-space. The results are summarized in 

Table 5.2. The peak at 1.76 A, corresponds to the W=0 bond in the catalyst 

spectra. In Raman spectroscopic study of W0 3 /TiO2  catalysts carried out by 

Hibrig et al [22], the peak at 970 cm -1  corresponds to W=0 distance of 1.76 A. 
The next peak at 1.91 A with a high Debye-Waller factor presumably correspond 

to the W-0 bonds in the W-O-W and W-O-Ti bridges. From Table 5.2, it can 

be seen that the coordination numbers obtained in the EXAFS analysis are lower 

than those expected on the basis of the XANES results. This probably indicates 

disorder on a large scale, mostly due to the presence of absorbed water on the 

surface of catalyst or due to a non-Gaussian distance determination as claimed 

by Hilbrig [22]. 

On the basis of the structural results described above, one can suggest a 

nature of the species formed from the tungsten oxide spread on the surface of 

TiO 2 . In these catalysts, from the careful examination of Fourier transforms and 

Table 5.2, it can be seen that the species formed contains WO, units as well as 

WO 5  units (from the appearance of third peak due to W-0 interaction) and their 

ratio may probably depend upon the degree of the tungsten oxide coverage. 

The Fourier transform spectra for 20% calcined and reduced Ni — W/Al 203 

 catalysts are shown in Fig.5.6. In this spectra, for the calcined sample there is 

only one major peak observed at 1.79 A corresponding to W-0 distance fol- 

• 
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lowed by a small peak at 1.91 A. Other peaks seem to have merged with the 

increased background. These two peaks in the spectra are very similar to those 

of CaWO4 or Al 2 (W0 4 )3  and have structural disorder similar to that in calcined 

W03 /Al203. 

The spectra in Fig.5.7 correspond to the catalysts that have been reduced at 

500°C for 2 hrs and 550°C for 6 hrs respectively. Essentially no change in the 

FT specta with respect to peak distances and widths of the peaks is observed. It 

may be interesting to mention here [23] that if WO 2  and WO 3  are reduced under 

same conditions, the overall FT spectra of the reduced oxides showing only three 

peaks look very similar to the FT spectra of the L ill-edge of tungsten metal.. 

These results leads us to conclude that tungsten forms some kind of a stable 

interaction complex with the 7-alumina support. The species may perhaps be 

Al2 (W04 ) 3  or some kind of ternary compound of WO 3  and Al2 03 , as predicted 

from XANES study. 

Ng and Hercules [1] have carried out X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic study 

on calcined and reduced Ni — W/Al 203  with varying percentages of WO 3  (8 - 

19%). In the ESCA spectra of calcined and reduced catalysts, the binding energy 

of W-4f71 2  level is found to be at 35.4 eV. This is exactly the value they found 

for W-4f71 2  line in Al2 (W0 4 )3 . Reduction even for longer period does not change 

any features of the spectra. Biloen and Pott [24] have also observed from their 

ESCA studies that species formed on 7 — A].203  are not reducible at 500°C. Both 

these studies clearly lend support to our work that suggest a formation of a stable 

interaction complex of tungsten on the surface of 7-alumina. 
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Table 5.1: Curve-Fitting Phase shift and Amplitude parameters 

7 
Optimized function : 	

, 
exp (-C 2 1( 2 ) sin (C4  + (2R + Cs )lc C6k 2  —3 ) 1(c3 

Convergence limit = 0.000010 

Fitting range : 4 - 14 (A' 1 ) 

Model ---> 

Atom pair -* 

Bond distance 

CaWO 4 

 W-0 

1.78 A 

(NH 4 ) 2WS 4 

 W-S 

2.18 A 

WO3 

 W-W 

3.73 A 
Cl 1.692 0.789 0.00456 

C2 0.00824 0.01120 0.01560 

C3 2.192 1.581 -0.736 

C4 1.740 0.230 2.730 

C5 2.119 2.786 6.451 

C6 0.0360 0.0364 0.0135 

C7 1.97x 10 -4  1.09 x10 -4  -3.216x 10 -4  

F 3.47x10 -3  2.68x10 -3  3.02x10' 

Eo  (eV) 10204.4 eV 10203.2 eV 10202.0 eV 
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Table 5.2: Calculation of Bond Distances, disorder and coordination numbers in 

catalysts using CaWO 4  model compound. 

Catalyst Analysis range 

(A° -1 ) 

Curve-fit 

Distance (A) 

Disorder 

a-2  (A 02 ) 

Curve-fit 

Number 

Calcined W03/Al 2 03  

4% 4 - 12 1.77 0.0091 1.8 

1.92 0.0098 2.1 

8% 4 - 12 1.78 0.0098 1.9 

1.91 0.0094 2.2 

12% 4 - 12 1.78 0.0095 2.0 

1.93 0.0099 1.9 

Reduced W03 /Al2 03  

4% 4 - 12 1.78 0.0010 1.9 

1.94 0.0018 2.3 

8% 4-12  1.74 0.0014 1.9 

1.98 0.0020 2.4 

12% 4 - 12 1.72 0.0016 2.0 

1.99 0.0023 1.9 

Calcined W0 371102  
4% 4 - 12 1.77 0.0090 1.7 

8% 4 - 12 1.92 0.0094 2.1 

Calcined Ni - W/Al 203  

- 	20% 4 - 12 1.80 0.0092 1.8 

1.92 0.0097 1.9 

Reduced Ni - W/Al2 03  

20% (2 hrs) 4 - 12 1.81 0.0090 1.8 

1:92 0.0099 2.0 

20% (6 hrs) 4 - 12 1.80 0.0092 1.8 

1.91 0.0098 2.1 
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Chapter 6 

Resume 



6.1 The Experimental Technique and the Prin-

cipal Results Obtained 

X-ray spectroscopy occupies important place amongst different techniques of 

investigating the electronic structure of matter. In the recent years, the position ; 

 shape and extended fine structure of X-ray absorption discontinuities have been 

frequently used to deduce useful structural and chemical bonding information on 

different kind of materials. In the present work, an attempt has been made to 

observe the changes occurring in the various features of the X-ray L-absorption 

discontinuities of tungsten in its compounds, complexes, biological complexes, 

bronzes and catalysts on account of chemical combination and to obtain infor-

mation on local environment of the excited atom species in - these complex systeMs. 

In particular, such investigations have been carried out in the systems mentioned 

below : 

1. model compounds including a biocomplex; 

2. rare-earth tungsten oxide bronzes; 

3. calcined and reduced alumina supported tungsten oxide catalysts with metal 

oxide loading percentages varying between 4 to 12%; 

4. calcined titania supported tungsten oxide catalysts with metal oxide loading 

percentages varying between 4 to 8% and 

5. calcined and reduced alumina supported nickel-tungsten bimetallic cata-

lysts with 20% metal loading. 

The thesis is divided into six chapters. Chapter 1 gives an historical perspec-

tive of X-ray absorption spectroscopy and briefly reviews the work done on the 

tungsten compounds, bronzes and supported tungsten oxide catalysts. It also 

defines the scope and purpose of the present investigation. 

Chapter 2 describes the preparation of the model compounds, tungsten bronzes 

and catalytic compounds of tungsten studied in the present investigation. The 

• 
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experimental setup and the optimum conditions for obtaining the X-ray absorp-

tion spectra with finer details is also given in this Chapter. A single crystal X-ray 

absorption spectrometer, manufactured by Rigaku Corporation, Japan, having a 

wide-angle horizontal goniometer and equipped with appropriate electronics has 

been employed to record the X-ray absorption spectra at room temperature. 

Chapter 3 gives the results of our observations on the shape of LI and Lm 

discontinuities of tungsten in the pure metal and in its model compounds and 

complexes, wherein the oxidation state of tungsten varies widely. Results ob-

tained on oxide bronzes and catalytic compounds of tungsten are also presented 

in this Chapter. Splitting of the Lm-absorption discontinuity was not observed 

in the compounds studied. However the L I  discontinuity was found to, split into 

three components viz., pre-edge, that appears at the low energy side of the discon-

tinuity, a shake-down peak and the strong absorption peak. These three features 

are respectively assigned to electronic transitions 2s -4- 5d, 2s 6s and 2s ---> 6p 

based on a simple atomic model supported by theoretical considerations. The 

intensities of these components were found to depend primarily on the metal site 

symmetry. Based on the observations on intensities of the pre-edge features in 

tetrahedrally and octahedrally coordinated tungsten compounds having oxygen 

ligand, a method is suggested to determine the local structure of the tungsten 

ion in bronzes and catalytic compounds of tungsten. 

Analysis of energy positions of the L m-edge in tungsten compounds is pre-

sented in the Chapter 4. This analysis shows that the absorption discontinuity 

of tungsten in tungsten compounds shifts to the high energy side with respect to 

that in pure tungsten metal. When these energy positions are plotted against the 

coordination charge calculated using l3atsanov's formalism, a parabolic relation-

ship is obtained between these two physico-chemical quantities. These findings 

suggest that the edge positions are determined by the magnitudes of the coordi-

nation charges on the absorbing ion. The fractional effective coordination charges 

obtained from such functional relationship in the case of bronzes and catalysts 

indicate that there always exists an admixture of two types of bondings, namely, 

ionic and covalent in any compound. In addition to the above bonding infor-

mation, the comparison of edge positions in bronzes and catalytic compounds of 
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tungsten with those in the model compounds suggest that the valence of tungsten 

ions in the bronzes and catalytic compounds is six. Our results in this respect 

are in good agreement with those obtained from other experimental techniques. 

Furthermore, a simple relationship between the edge positions and hardness of 

the ligating atom is also observed. This correlation is used to predict the na-

ture of ligands in catalyst systems. The results of such correlations indicate that 

oxygen atoms are ligated to tungsten ion in the complex systems. 

Results on EXAFS measurements on model tungsten oxides, sulphide and cat-

alysts are presented in Chapter 5. The EXAFS spectra are analyzed by a method 

which combines Fourier transform and curve fitting techniques. The parameter-

ized phase shifts and amplitude functions required for describing the W-0, W-S 

and W-W interactions are obtained from CaW0 4 , (NH4 ) 2 WS 4  and W03 . Appli-

cation of phase shifts and amplitude function for oxygen to the EXAFS spectra, 

of catalysts and bronzes yielded W-0 bond distances to an accuracy consistently 

better than 0.03 A. The number and type of coordinating atoms were also de-

termined with a reasonable degree of certainty. This work demonstrates the 

applicability of EXAFS for providing structural information about a specific ab-

sorbing center under complicated crystalline and partially crystalline conditions, 

and it lays a foundation for analysis of X-ray absorption spectra of industrially 

important bronzes and complicated catalyst systems. 

In Appendix 1, a Rietveld method of crystal structure parameter refinements 

from powder diffraction patterns is briefly discussed. The crystal structure of 

the rare-earth tungsten oxide bronzes are not completely known. The structural 

parameters of the bronzes were deduced and refined using program DBWS 3.2 

for Rietveld Analysis of X-ray and Neutron Powder Diffraction Pattern written 

by Young and coworkers from Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, U.S.A. 

The results of such refinements are presented in this Appendix. 

6.2 Suggestions for future work 

This work ;  which is confined to the L I  and Lill-absorption. spectra of tung-

sten, shows that X-ray absorption spectroscopy can be used to obtain fruitful and 
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direct information regarding the electronic structure and the nature of chemical 

bonding in different kind of materials. This information is however of a limited 

value to certain extent because of low intensity X-ray source and the low re-• 

solving power of the instrument used. The investigation of the absorption edges 

using a spectrometer of higher dispersion for recording can no doubt increase 

the precision of observed results. However, such spectrometer usually of bigger 

dimensions, enhance the difficulties in recording the spectra with low intensity 

X-ray source. In this laboratory, an attempt is being made to develop a double-

crystal X-ray spectrometer. This spectrometer is proposed to have two detectors, 

one for measuring the original X-ray beam intensity and the other to measure 

intensity transmitted through the sample. Such a spectrometer will enable us 

to obtain more precise and accurate information on the electronic structure of 

materials. It will be rather interesting then to extend this work to several other 

rare-earth as well as alkali metal doped tungsten oxide bronzes. The effect of 

varying percentages of the dopants on the environment of the tungsten metal 

ion could also be systematized. In situ studies on alumina and titania supported 

tungsten oxide catalysts and many other bimetallic catalysts, wherein the loading . 

percentages of metal oxides vary in regular or fractional intervals could lead us to 

many new features which were not covered under this study. In this work, a cor-

relation between coordination charges on the absorbing atoms and the chemical 

shifts of the absorption discontinuity in different environments has been observed. 

A systematic extension of this work to study the effect, if any, of atomic number 

on the liganding atom on the correlation obtained above in the compounds of this 

investigation and other complex compounds of tungsten could provide us with 

the role played by the atomic number in determining the X-ray chemical shifts. 

In this work, the charges on the absorbing atoms are calculated using the 

method of Batsanov. Although this model is simple and straightforward and can 

be applied to any compound, it would be worthwhile to develop a more refined 

and sophisticated approach to calculate the atomic charges. So also, the chemi-

cal parameters like electronegativity and ionicity calculated using the Pauling's 

formula could be more appropriately determined using such new approaches. A 

more comprehensive information regarding the electronic structures of the corn- 
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Alex oxides concerned could be obtained by recording the X-ray emission and 

absorption spectra on a double-crystal X-ray spectrometer using synchrotron ra-

diation source or a rotating anode X-ray generator in fluorescence mode. 

Further Investigations on the catalytic compounds and the oxide bronzes of 

tungsten by using various other spectroscopic techniques such as X-ray Photoelec-

tron Spectroscopy (XPS), Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES), Bremstrahlung 

Isochromat Spectroscopy (BIS), Laser Raman Spectroscopy, etc. coupled with 

the results of present X-ray Absorption. Spectroscopic (XAS) study may prove 

to be extremely useful in obtaining detailed information regarding the electronic 

structure in the compounds studied. 

• 
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Appendix A 

Rietveld Refinement of X-ray Diffraction 
Data 



The detailed crystal structure of rare-earth tungsten bronzes of the form. M. 0 . 1  W03 

 (where M is a rare-earth) has not been hitherto reported in literature. The only 

information on the lattice parameters is presently available. X-ray diffraction 

patterns of these bronzes have been recorded .by Ostertag [1] by using 114-mm 

Debye-Scherrer camera in the year 1966, and by Ganguly et a] [2] in 1986 by using 

JEOL diffractometer. These authors obtained only the lattice parameters, inter-

planar distances and miller indices. The exact intensities and atomic positions of 

tungsten and oxygen atoms and space group have not been determined. In the 

year 1993, JCPDS-ICDD published the update of the earlier JCPDS cards with 

intensities for different Bragg reflections in these compounds. However, no data 

on atomic coordinates of tungsten. and oxygen atoms, crystal angles and space 

groups for these compounds have been given. In the present work, we thought 

it interesting to study and analyse in detail the X-ray diffraction patterns of the 

polycrystalline samples of a few representative rare-earth tungsten oxide bronzes 

and to obtain all the structural parameters by using recent methods [3, 4] for the 

4‘ 
	 analysis of X-ray diffraction patterns. 

In the present investigation, X-ray diffraction patterns of two representa-

tive compounds of rare-earth tungsten oxide bronzes, namely, La DA W03  and 

Eu0A  WO3  were recorded on a Rigaku X-ray diffractometer (Model D/Max 

using monochromatized Cu K c, as well as Fe lc radiation and a NaLTI. scintil-

lation detector. This diffractometer is equipped with a curved-crystal graphite 

monochromator for elimination of undesired K o  radiation. The measurements 

were carried out in the 20 range 20 0-1400 . The powder diffraction pattern was 

scanned in steps of 0.02 (20) and fixed time counting was employed. At the end 

of data collection the stability of the intensity of the incident beam was checked 

by recording first few lines of pattern. The whole procedure was repeated three 

times using different samples prepared from the two bronzes. The diffractograms 

for these two bronzes are given in Figs. A.1 and A.2. Before giving the details of 

the analysis, we shall describe in brief the objectives and methods of the Rietvcld 

refinement. 
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Fig.A.1 : The observed, calculated and difference profiles for lanthanum tungsten bronze. 



The object of the Rietveld method is to produce refined values of crystal 

structure parameters from powder diffraction data. Many materials of great in-

terest cannot be made available for study in the single crystal form. This may be 

because it is not possible to prepare single crystal form at all or because the single 

crystal form differ from the polycrystalline form with the properties of interest 

or due to unavailability of single crystal X-ray diffractometer. Thus, our basic 

understanding of the atomic scale mechanism is limited on the structural side by 

the information that can be deduced from the powder diffraction patterns. The 

Rietveld method has greatly extended the amount of structural details that can 

be obtained routinely from powder diffraction patterns. In this method, struc-

tural parameters such as atom coordinates, thermal motion and site occupancy 

parameters are adjusted in a least-squares refinement procedure until a best fit 

is obtained between entire calculated arid observed powder diffraction patterns, 

as a whole. This method of pattern fitting has now been successfully applied to 

X-ray and Neutron diffraction data by several groups all over the world. 

The program developed by Young and coworkers [5] to perform Rietveld anal-

ysis of X-ray or Neutron powder diffraction data collected with a 0- 20 diffractome-

ter operated in a step scan mode (equal steps in 20) and either one or two (for 

e.g., Ka doublet) wavelengths. It basically uses Newton-Raphson algorithm to 

minimize the quantity : 

Sy  = 	wz 	— Yci1 2 
	

(A.1) 

where w i  = 11(Y 1 ), Y i  is observed (gross) intensity at ith step, Y ci  is calculated 

intensity at the i th  step and the sum is over all data points. 

The calculated count 17,1 are determined by summing the contribution from 

the neighbouring Bragg reflections, K, plus the background, yb i ; 

Yci = sSRAE [113,1243.(2o, — 20K)LKP1] + Ybi 	 (A.2) 

where s is a scale factor, SR is a function to model the effects of surface roughness, 

A is an absorption factor, FK is the structure factor, 43. is a reflection profile func-

tion which approximates the effects of both instrumental and, possibly, specimen 

features. LK contains the Lorentz, polarization and multiplicity factors, PK is a 

preferred orientation function and Y1,1 is the background contribution. 
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Fig.A.2 : The observed, calculated and difference profiles for europium tungsten bronze. 



The ratio of intensities for the two a wavelengths is observed in the calculation 

of IFK 1 2 , so that only a single scale factor is required. The program uses different 

profile functions viz. Gaussian, Lorentizian, modified Lorentzian, Split Pearson, 

Pseudo-Voigt function, etc. depending on the diffraction patterns. At the end 

of the refinement, the structural parameters are then derived from the best fit. 

With this brief description about refinement method, we shall now discuss its 

application to our compounds. 

X-ray examination of the samples of bronzes showed that single phase com-

pounds were formed. The patterns of both the bronzes showed sharp diffraction 

lines corresponding to a simple cubic structure. Indexing of the power pattern 

was done using the computer program PDP11 (version 1.1) written by Calli-

garis [6]. From the result of this indexing, lattice parameters were calculated. 

The estimated values are 3.8245 band 3.8088 Afor La o . 1 W03  and Eu o  . 1 W03  re-

spectively. Since the single crystal analysis has not been done on these systems, it 

was assumed in the present work that the bronze system M x WO3  is isostructural 

with Li0 . 1 W03 . It may be interesting to note that Ostertag [1] also assumed this 

kind of similarity of bronzes with the structure of Li od  W0 3 . 

Li oA W03  crystallizes in a simple cubic structure with the lattice parameter 

3.729 A and space group Pm3m [7]. For Rietveld analysis of our compounds, 

we have used [7] the structural parameters viz., space group, atomic coordinates, 

lattice parameter and thermal parameters of Li od W03  as a starting model for 

the refinement. The Rietveld refinement were carried out with the help of revised 

program DBWS 3.2 (Distribution package : DBWS/9411) for Rietveld Analysis 

of X-ray and Neutron Powder Diffraction Pattern written by Young and coworkers 

from Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, U.S.A. 

A modified Lorentzian function (Mod 2 Lorentzian in the program of Young et 

al) was used for representation of the individual reflection profiles and the angular 

dependence of the peak FW1-11‘4 (full width at half maximum), 1-1K, described by 

the usual quadratic form in tan(0) : 

• 

-2 
i 
1 -3/ 2  Mod 2 Lorentzian = 	[1 + C3 (201 —20K) 2 

 1 1.1K 21111 
(A.3) 
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where C3 = 4 (V22/3  + 1) and 

= U tan 2  0 + V tan 0 + 	 (AA) 

where U, V and W are parameters whose values are refined in the program. The 

background intensity was evaluated by refining a background function y i  : 

ybi = 	13,72 {(20i/BKPOS') — 
m.. 

(A.5) 

where B, are refined and BKPOS is the origin of polynomial for background in 

20 and the background refinements were effected through 90°. It is observed that 

the inclusion of the lower angle region for the background refinement made the 

refinements slightly unstable. 

Refinement started with the guessing value of scale factor and then followed. 

by the scale factor and lattice parameter. After these had stabilized, the zero 

correction, the halfwidth and the assymetry parameters were refined separately 

(three cycles for each group of parameters). Finally all the profile parameters 

and the scale factor were refined together followed by the refinement of overall 

isotropic thermal parameter. Reflections collected beyond 110° 20 were broad 

and weak and contributed very little to the refinement and therefore the data 

beyond 125° 20 were eliminated. The quantities used to estimate the agreement 

between the observations and the model during the course of Rietveld refinement 

can he written as 

The profile Rp 

(A.6) 

The Bragg RB 

The structure factor 

[E w i [yi(obs) — (1/c)yi (calc)] 2 112  

E w i [y i(obs)? 

RI 
_ E 1/("obs") — (cal  ()I  

E i("obs") 

E 1/("obs") ( v 2)  — I (cal 0 (112) 1 
RF = 

2 irobs" (1 / 2)  )  

Rp = E I Yi(obs) —  (l/c)yi (ca/c)) 

E y i (obs) 

The weighted profile R wp  

• 
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The expected Rexp 

The goodness of fit GF 

R I 	
N — P 1/2 

(A.10) 

(A.11)  GF = 

LE wi [yi (obs)] 2  

[ 
luexp 

2  

The values of various R factors mentioned above are used to judge the quality of 

the fitted profiles and the quality of structure determination. 

The observed, calculated and difference patterns for tungsten oxide bronzes, 

La01 W03  and Eu0o W03  are presented in Figs.A.1 and A.2. The observed 20 

values, Miller indices, relative intensities and the interplanar distances calculated 

are presented in Tables A.1(a) and (b) respectively for La 0A W03  and Eu 0A W03 • 

As mentioned above, both the compounds crystallize in simple cubic structure. 

The application of Rietveld Analysis has fully revealed the details of the structure 

of the tungsten oxide bronzes studied in this investigation. The atomic coordi-

nates, positional parameters, sites and symmetries for each tungsten and oxygen 

atoms are given in Table A.2. In Table A.3 are given the summary of Rietveld 

refined data for La0 . 1 W03  and Eu0A W0 3 . 

The similarity between the calculated and the observed profile for La 0u W0 3 

 and Eu0 . 1 W03  implies that the space group, atomic parameters, thermal param-

eters and the assymetry parameters of the model Li o J W03  are also valid in the 

case of bronzes studied. 

The refined lattice parameter value for Eu 0lW03  matches very well with 

that reported by Ostertag [1] and in JCPDS card No. 19-465. For comparison of 

the lattice parameter of La 0A W03  lattice parameter data is not available in the 

literature. 

It may be noted that in Li 0 . 1  W03 , as shown by Zhong [7], the lithium atoms 

occupies unknown interstitial sites in the lattice. In rare-earth tungsten oxide 

bronzes also, the rare-earth ions may possibly go into the interstitial sites. How-

ever, it is difficult to confirm the location of the rare-earth ion from the present 

study. It requires some other experimental techniques to find out such interstitial 

site occupancy. 

• 
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The various R factors obtained in the present analysis are consistent with 

those reported for X-ray Rietveld refinements [8, 9] thereby indicating the cor-

rectness of the structure refined. It may be interesting to note that even with 

less than optimum X-ray diffraction data, the Rietveld method allows a definitive 

structural solution to be achieved. 
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Table A.1: Observed 20 values, Miller indices, Interplanar distances and Relative 

intensities for Lao . i.W03  and Eu0 . 1  W03 
 (a) La0 . 1 W03  (b) Eu0 . 1 W03 

20 d 1/I0  hkl 

29.250 3.834 100 100 

41.900 2.707 65 110 

52.000 2.208 9 111 

60.850 1.911 15 200 

68.900 1.711 22 210 

76.800 1.558 10 211 

91.300 1.354 7 220 

99.000 1.273 7 300 

106.400 1.209 6 31 

114.300 1.152 3 311 

122.600 1.104 3 222 

20 d 1/1 0  hkl 

29.450 3.808 100 100 

42.150 2.692 55 11 . 0 

52.250 2.198 9 111 

61.100 1.904 15 200 

69.300 1.703 20 210 

77.000 1.555 13 211 

91.900 1.347 6 220 

99.450 1.269 8 300 

106.800 1.206 5 310 

114.750 1.149 3 311 

123.400 1.099 3 222 

Table A.2: Structure Parameters for cubic 11,a 0 . 1  W03 and Eu oj W0 3  

Atom. Wycoff 

Position 

Symmetry Position 

W r
3

 -C
1

 7
:1  
-

0
 

m3m 0,0,0 

0(1) 4/mmm 1/2,0,0 

0(2) 4/mmm 0,1/2,0 

0(3) 4/mmm 0„1/2 
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Table A.3: Rietveld Refinement Data for La 0 . 1 W03  and Laaj W03  

Parameter La0d W03  Eu0 . 1 W03  

Cell parameter a (A) 3.8230 3.8096 

Thermal parameter (A) 2  0.524 0.779 

Assymetry parameter 1.194 -0.248 

Scale factor(s) 0.688 x 10-7  0.120 x 10 -6  

Profile parameters : 

U 0.264 0.279 

V -0.161 -0.145 

W 0.047 0.063 

Profile shape function Mod 2 Lorentzian Mod 2 Lorentzian 

Reliability factors : 

Rp  11.92% 10.72% 

Rwp 14.98% 13.54% 

Rex p 14.29% 14.16% 

RB 12.13% 11.84% 

Goodness of fit 1.05 0.95 

Occupancy : 

W 1.24 0.99 

0(1) 1.0 1.0 

0(2) 1.0 1.0 

0(3) 1.0 1.0 
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ERRATUM 

1. Page No.: 4, Line No.: 9 - either delocalised at the 	 

2. Page No.: 6, Line No.: 3 - magnitude higher than the 	 

3. Page No.: 67, Line No.: 16 - We see from these 	 

4. Page No.: 68, Line No.: 19 - octahedrally coordinated tungsten ions 	 

5. Page No.: 81, Line No.: 28 - since the 5d level 	 

6. Page No.: 83, Line No.: 18 - on these complexes and 	 

7. Page No.: 83, Line No.: 23 - 4t 2  and 3a1 , and 	 

8. Page No.: 88, Line No.: 2 - catalysts is not Al2(W04)3 

9. Page No.: 95, Line No.: 23 - may probably be ascribed 	 

10. Page No.: 103, Line No.: 19 - compounds of tungsten suggesting 	 

11. Page No.: 111, Line No.: 2 - likely to dominate the others.. 

12. Page No.: 127, Line No.: 19 - k = VI-11 (E — E0 ) 
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